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Executive Summary 

The state of Colorado (State) recognizes that it is critical for state, local, tribal, and federal 

public safety personnel across Colorado to have radio communications systems that meet 

their needs for daily and emergency operations. The current landscape of public safety 

radio communications includes the statewide Digital Trunked Radio System (DTRS) as 

well as numerous other radio systems that serve regional or local areas. The State 

selected Federal Engineering (FE) to assess these radio systems, with a focus on DTRS, 

and to make recommendations as to the best approach to improving their ability to meet 

stakeholders’ current and future radio communications needs. 

In support of the statewide effort to maintain and improve public safety radio 

communications, FE presents this Public Safety Radio System-Wide Needs Assessment 

Report (Needs Assessment). The report assesses the public safety communications 

needs in Colorado and describes the impact of those needs on various systems (DTRS 

and other systems).  

The companion to this report, the Public Safety Radio System-Wide Business Plan 

Report, (Business Plan) identifies the recommended business goals and objectives, cost 

projections, financial activities, governance models, and administrative items related to 

statewide public safety communications and interoperability. Due to the background 

information contained in this report, FE suggests reading this report prior to reading the 

Business Plan. 

DTRS Overview 

DTRS is the statewide, public safety, voice radio system that enables direct 

communications between public safety agencies across jurisdictional and regional 

boundaries. DTRS encompasses 215 radio tower sites distributed across the state. These 

sites connect to one of five distributed cores via approximately 300 backhaul links 

(microwave or other telecommunications circuits). The system uses frequencies in the 

700 MHz and 800 MHz bands and employs Association of Public Safety Communications 

Officials (APCO) Project 25 (P25) standards, which define a common set of signaling 

interfaces and user features. 

More than 1,000 local, regional, tribal, state and federal agencies use DTRS and the 

system supports over 75,000 subscriber radios. Approximately 18% of these users are 

from state government. The remaining 82% are local, regional, tribal and federal 

government agency users. The ownership of the DTRS is diverse. The state of Colorado 
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Governor’s Office of Information Technology (OIT) owns a significant portion of the 

equipment used in the network, as do numerous municipalities and regional partnerships.  

DTRS Issues and Needs 

The term “operability” describes the ability of a radio system to meet the operational needs 

of those who use it on a daily basis. Based on the results of the user surveys, DTRS 

currently meets most of the needs for operability of its users including those for capacity, 

features, and reliability.  

State and local radio users raised concerns about the mobile radio coverage DTRS 

provides including significant gaps along Colorado highways. FE’s analysis found 

estimated current mobile radio highway coverage to be 79% across the entire state (with 

approximately 73% coverage in the western portion of the state and 84% in the eastern 

portion.1) Users from across the state substantiated this critical need for additional 

coverage through a series of coverage workshops conducted by FE as part of the 

development of this report.  

The following list describes other critical needs identified through the user survey and 

interview process:  

 Replace soon-to-be unsupported radio repeater stations (which operate at sites 

and provide radio coverage to users) and dispatcher console equipment (which 

allows 9-1-1 centers to communicate with field users) over the next 3 to 5 years 

 Keep the system’s overall platform up to date through the application of the new 

system software releases within the next 1 to 4 years 

 Replace the aging and unreliable microwave backhaul system that provides links 

between DTRS sites and zone controllers 

                                            
1 For the purposes of this analysis, the “western portion of the state” includes the following Counties; 
Alamosa, Archuleta, Delta, Dolores, Eagle, Garfield, Grand, Gunnison, Hinsdale, Jackson, La Plata, 
Mesa, Mineral, Moffat, Montezuma, Montrose, Ouray, Pitkin, Rio Blanco, Rio Grande, Routt, Saguache, 
San Juan, San Miguel, and Summit. The “eastern portion of the state” includes all other Counties. 
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DTRS Recommendations and Cost Estimates 

In order to address each of the critical needs identified by the users: coverage, equipment 

lifecycle, system platform upgrade, and microwave backhaul replacement, FE developed 

a set of recommendations for the State’s consideration.  

Enhancing DTRS coverage is the most critical user need based on feedback from the 

user surveys and coverage workshops. Coverage in the western portion of the state 

requires the most improvement. Due to the radio engineering challenges posed by the 

Rocky Mountains, enhancing the mobile radio coverage in the gaps identified by users 

(through surveys and coverage workshops) requires the addition of approximately 109 

new radio sites with the majority of them being located in the western portion of the state. 

These additional sites raise the predicted statewide mobile radio coverage on state 

highways from the estimated 79% to approximately 90% (with predicted increases from 

73% to 87% in the western portion of the state and from 84% to 93% in the eastern 

portion).  

The estimated cost to add these 109 new radio sites is $115,976,000. The cost estimate 

is conservative in that it includes the development new radio sites, which require items 

such as access roads, communications equipment shelters, towers, and main and backup 

power. If the State identifies and uses existing sites, a reduction in the overall cost is 

possible. The funding to add these sites has not been requested or appropriated at either 

the state or local levels.  

Table ES-1 describes the recommendations and estimated costs to address the 

remaining critical improvements to DTRS: equipment lifecycle, system platform upgrade, 

and microwave backhaul.  

Table ES1 – Critical Improvements - Recommendations and cost summary 

Recommendation  Action Plan Estimated Cost and 

Funding Status 

Topic: Equipment Lifecycle 

Continue replacement of 

legacy DTRS equipment 

Replace existing Gold Elite 

consoles and Quantar® 

repeaters before the end 

of lifecycle in 2018 and 

2020, respectively. 

Approximately 

$12,504,000 to replace 

state-owned equipment. 

House Bill 14-1203 will 

address this funding. 
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Recommendation  Action Plan Estimated Cost and 

Funding Status 

Approximately 

$17,527,000 to replace 

locally owned and funded 

equipment.  

Topic: System Platform Upgrade 

Keep the DTRS platform 

up to date in order to 

continue to receive vendor 

support  

State and local 

stakeholders 

collaboratively develop a 

plan for statewide “system 

release” upgrade to be 

performed within the next 

1 to 5 years  

A plan and related costs 

have yet to be determined. 

However, funding will be 

available for state-owned 

assets starting in 2017 via 

House Bill 14-1203. 

Topic: Microwave Backhaul 

Replace the aging and 

unreliable microwave 

backhaul system 

Implement a new 

microwave system using 

MPLS technology in a 

fault-tolerant topology (a 

design of five 

interconnected rings) 

According to OIT, the total 

project cost estimate is 

between $44.5M and 

$55.9M. Budget requests 

have been made by OIT 

 

Section 6 of this report further details FE’s recommendations on addressing the high and 

medium priority needs.  

Overview of Systems other than DTRS 

There are numerous public safety radio systems in Colorado other than DTRS. These 

include large regional radio systems such as those that serve the cities Denver, 

Lakewood, Arvada, Westminster, and Aurora. These cities deployed systems to meet the 

specific operational needs of their users. There are also smaller, localized systems across 

Colorado’s remote and rural areas.  

These systems use different frequency bands and technologies. The concerns regarding 

these systems are similar to those for DTRS and include improving outdoor and in-

building radio coverage and replacing aging and unsupported equipment.  
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Section 4 of this report describes these and other concerns, along with plans to address 

them as established by the system operators.  

Interoperability Overview 

The term “interoperability” refers to the ability to provide communications between 

disparate systems when needed and when authorized. This allows users of those 

systems to communicate with each other during emergencies or planned major events. 

There are various ways to achieve interoperability, such as simply sharing radios or by 

using technology and/or operational procedures to interconnect different systems.  

Within Colorado, there are many methods used to provide interoperability. These include 

the provision of shared Mutual Aid talkgroups (the equivalent of a dedicated radio channel 

in a trunked radio system) within DTRS as well as various interconnections between 

systems. Interoperability has been implemented at the local level to support local 

interoperability needs. Users expressed that these methods met a majority of their 

interoperability needs but room for improvement exists.  

Interoperability Issues and Recommendations 

In order to enhance interoperability, it is essential to improve operability. Therefore, it is 

critical to address system issues such as coverage and equipment replacement.  

FE recommends that the State address its interoperability issues at the local agency level 

and work with planning groups such as the State Homeland Security and All-Hazards 

Senior Advisory Committee (HSAC) Communications Committees to establish effective 

governance structures and provide the funding support they require2.  

The needs for interoperability at the regional and statewide levels continue to grow due 

to the higher degree of cross-discipline and cross-jurisdiction cooperation for public safety 

services. Implementations of new radio systems in Colorado that are not part of DTRS 

have created new requirements for improved interoperability. In addition, collaborative 

public safety interactions across state borders have increased the need for interstate 

interoperability.  

The technical method most likely to address these regional, statewide, and interstate 

needs for interoperability is a new capability called the Inter-RF-Subsystem Interface 

                                            
2 Issues related to funding and governance are addressed in the Business Plan report, which is described 
later as a companion to this Needs Assessment report. 
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(ISSI). The deployment of ISSI is just beginning in Colorado and neighboring states. This 

deployment should continue but it should do so:  

 Only to meet specifically-identified operational needs 

 Without negative consequences to the capacity or other aspects of individual 

systems that will be interconnected  

 In a design/topology that meets needs while minimizing deployment and on-going 

costs  

 Within the collaborative planning and governance purview of the Public Safety 

Communications Subcommittee (PSCS)3  

Emerging Technologies Overview 

The deployment of a Nationwide Public Safety Broadband Network (NPSBN), more 

commonly referred to as FirstNet®, is currently in the planning stages. This network is 

envisioned to be based on fourth-generation Long Term Evolution (4G LTE) technology.  

The planning and communications regarding the NPSBN in Colorado are also in the early 

stages and are being conducted by FirstNet Colorado, a department within OIT. Support 

given to FirstNet Colorado for these efforts should be maintained but should not hinder, 

nor be at the expense of, continuing the improvements to DTRS or other statewide public 

safety communications systems. 

 

                                            
3 The PSCS is a subcommittee to the Homeland Security and All-Hazards Senior Advisory Committee 
(HSAC) and has the legislative charter to, among other tasks, promote interoperable communications 
among public safety organizations throughout the state 
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1. Scope of Report  

This Public Safety Radio System-Wide Needs Assessment Report describes the current 

and future public safety radio communications needs in Colorado and determines how 

they may affect the statewide Digital Trunked Radio System (DTRS) and the various local 

systems as well as interoperability between them. 

FE developed this report according to the scope of work of a contract executed by FE 

and the state of Colorado, Department of Public Safety, Division of Homeland Security 

and Emergency Management. That scope of work directed FE to address the following 

topics in this Needs Assessment Report:  

 Digital Trunked Radio System (DTRS) coverage across Colorado 

 Upgrade/replacement of existing DTRS network infrastructure 

 Expansion, enhancement, and maintenance of interoperability in Colorado 

including systems other than the statewide DTRS 

 Land lease costs for DTRS transmitter / repeater sites (see Note below) 

 DTRS capacity and reliability 

 Ownership by local governments of DRTS infrastructure 

 Satisfaction (via a survey) of DTRS and non-DTRS agencies 

 Maintenance and support capabilities of locally owned DTRS assets 

 Any other recommendations to expand, improve, modernize, and sustain 

statewide radio communications 

Note: With agreement from the Division of Homeland Security and Emergency 

Management, we present our research and findings on site lease costs in the Business 

Plan, a companion to this report. 

FE drew upon multiple sources of information and insight including surveys, interviews, 

site visits, documentation, workshops, and coordination with other communications 

initiatives. FE then analyzed this information and used it to identify needs, develop 

recommendations and implementation costs and plans. 
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The following list defines the organization of the balance of this report:  

 Section 2 describes our methodology for gathering and analyzing the data included 

in this report. 

 Section 3 details our assessment of the key performance attributes of DTRS. 

 Section 4 summarizes the capabilities and needs of over 20 non-DTRS systems 

from across Colorado.  

 Section 5 includes a description of the three main methods of interoperability 

between DTRS and other systems in the state. 

 Section 6 discusses recommendations, implementation plans, and costs to 

address the needs of DTRS as identified in Section 3. 

 Section 7 provides recommendations to address statewide interoperability.  

 Section 8 summarizes the status of the National Public Safety Broadband Network 

as prepared by FirstNet Colorado. 

 In Appendices A through N, we provide supporting details for this report including 

coverage prediction maps and prediction assumptions, tabulated data from user 

surveys, assumptions used for cost estimates, and other information. 
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2.  Methodology 

The methodology used to develop this report follows the processes that FE has used 

successfully in hundreds of similar projects across more than 32 years of experience. 

Project initiation  

On January 6, 2015, FE conducted a Project Initiation meeting with stakeholders from the 

Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management (DHSEM). The purpose of 

the meeting was to confirm a common understanding of the project goals, objectives, and 

vision; items best understood through a close working relationship between the respective 

management teams and staffs. 

Regular project status reports  

FE provided stakeholders from the Division of Homeland Security and Emergency 

Management with a biweekly project status report that described the progress and issues 

related to our data gathering and data analysis efforts. We shared these reports with 

members of Public Safety Communications Subcommittee (PSCS)4 and other 

stakeholders.  

Existing system analysis and data collection 

FE took four distinct data collection approaches: requests for information, web-based 

surveys, stakeholder interviews, and physical site surveys. 

FE sent Requests for Information (RFI’s) to member agencies for the express purpose of 

gathering information about DTRS from the Governor’s Office of Information Technology 

(OIT), identifying the ownership of DTRS assets, and gathering information on the 

technical and operational details of systems other than DTRS. 

Web-based surveys were available for DTRS and non-DTRS users, dispatchers, 

technicians, and managers to complete between January 26, 2015, and February 10, 

2015. We received 214 responses; however, 48 were incomplete and only partially 

usable.  

                                            
4 The PSCS is a subcommittee to the Homeland Security and All-Hazards Senior Advisory Committee 
(HSAC) and it has the legislative charter to, among other tasks, promote interoperable communications 
among public safety organizations throughout the state 
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FE personnel conducted stakeholder interviews during February and March 2015, with a 

number of entities, including the regional all hazards subcommittees, the PSCS, the 

Consolidated Communications Network of Colorado (CCNC), OIT, DHSEM, and various 

local entities such as Eagle, Pueblo, and Boulder counties.  

Appendix O lists the agencies, departments, and other organizations that participated in 

the interviews, surveys, and requests-for-information (RFI’s). It lists both the agencies 

that received requests to participate as well as those that did participate. 

The FE team conducted physical site surveys at 20 representative radio sites over the 

course of two weeks in February 2015. The sites visited were a mix of locally, and state-

owned sites and included sites in DTRS as well as other systems. These site visits 

enabled us to identify any issues present at those specific sites and to use that information 

as representative of all sites in the corresponding system. 

Needs analysis and requirements definition 

FE analyzed the data collected, determined high-level stakeholder requirements, and 

discussed these with the State and local entities to validate the identified requirements. 

This allowed us to gain consensus, acceptance, and a mutual understanding of user-

defined requirements before developing recommendations to fulfill those requirements. 

Coverage assessment and workshop 

Through our detailed coverage analysis and execution of our onsite interactive and 

collaborative coverage workshop, FE assessed existing coverage performance and 

identified gaps in coverage. We then developed recommendations for alleviating those 

coverage gaps to meet State and local needs. 

Recommendations for upgrade of existing DTRS 

Based on the conclusions derived in the preceding steps, we developed our 

recommendations for upgrade of the existing DTRS network. We undertook a number of 

steps to develop the recommended changes and improvements including: 

 Identifying potential solutions based on activities in the previous task 

 Distilling client-driven needs which were then used to determine the recommended 

changes and improvements 
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 Identifying potential risks and effects to the existing system 

FE’s recommended changes and improvements address a wide range of needs 

expressed by users.  

Consideration of the SCIP and PSCS Annual Report  

FE took efforts to make certain that this report and its companion Business Plan 

considered the intent of two other important documents, the Colorado Statewide 

Communications Interoperability Plan (SCIP) and the PSCS 2014 Annual Report. We 

reviewed the current versions of these documents and attended the SCIP workshop held 

in April 2015. 

Estimated costs for equipment, installation and optimization 

Using our in-house cost analysis tool, FE prepared high-level cost estimates for the 

recommended changes and improvements outlined in this report including equipment, 

installation, and optimization costs. These estimates reflect previous activities in this 

project and publicly available industry information.  

The dynamics of the wireless communications technology market are such that the 

eventual prices provided by vendors can vary significantly due to a number of factors. 

Therefore, FE’s budgetary estimates are conservative in nature to allow for flexibility 

within the budget.  

Coordination with FirstNet Colorado 

Part of the scope of this report was to investigate and report on the development of the 

Nationwide Public Safety Broadband Network (NPSBN) and its potential impact to the 

existing public safety radio systems in place in Colorado. The NPSBN is more commonly 

referred to as FirstNet and is based on fourth-generation Long Term Evolution (4G LTE) 

cellular phone technology. FirstNet Colorado, a department within the Governor’s Office 

of Information Technology (OIT), is responsible for the planning and communications 

regarding the broadband network in Colorado. FE agreed that FirstNet Colorado, with 

approval from the Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management, would 

provide the content for Section 8 of the report.  

Summary of Methodology 

Figure 1 provides a summary of the project phases: 
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 Project management and preparation (blue) 

 Needs identification (purple) 

 Needs analysis (green) tasks involved in the development of this report  

 Business Plan report (red) 

FE completed the execution of this methodology between January 2015 and June 2015. 

 

Figure 1 – Summary of Methodology 
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3. DTRS Assessment and Needs 

This section describes FE’s assessment of the DTRS. We discuss the system’s 

ownership, condition, and performance (including coverage, capacity, reliability and other 

attributes). This section also describes needs of users of DTRS including needs currently 

unmet by the system. The basis of this assessment is information provided from 

interviews, user surveys, site visits, and documentation provided by various owners of 

DTRS assets.  

3.1 DTRS Overview 

3.1.1 DTRS Purpose  

The DTRS is the statewide, public safety, voice radio system that enables direct 

communications between first responder / public safety agencies across jurisdictional and 

regional boundaries.  

DTRS is available to all public safety agencies, some of whom choose to use DTRS as 

their primary radio system for daily operations. It is also available to agencies that may 

choose to utilize the resources of the DTRS for interoperable communications only. In 

these two capacities, it serves state, local, federal, and tribal public safety agencies 

across the state of Colorado. 

3.1.2 DTRS Description  

The infrastructure of DTRS includes: 

1. Radio sites spread out across the state that house radio repeater equipment 

2. Master sites (also known as “zones”) which control the operations of the radio 

sites 

3. Dispatch centers that interface to allow 9-1-1 dispatch positions to directly 

connect to the network 

4. Backhaul links (also known as transport links) that interconnect the sites to 

each other and to the master sites and dispatch centers.  
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DTRS consists of 215 radio tower sites, 5 zone controllers, over 70 dispatch sites and 

approximately 300 backhaul links comprised of microwave radio, optical fiber, and leased 

circuit technologies. The radio system utilizes frequencies in both the 700 MHz and 

800 MHz bands. 

The vendor for a majority of the DTRS infrastructure is Motorola Solutions, Inc. 

(“Motorola”) and their product name for the DTRS system is an APCO Project 25-

compliant ASTRO25® radio system5. Motorola is the provider of the radio repeaters in the 

radio sites, the master sites, and the dispatch positions in the dispatch centers that are 

part of DTRS. Other vendors including Alcatel, Harris, and Western-Multiplex provided 

the equipment for microwave-based transport links, while other vendors provided the 

fiber-based or leased-line-based transport links.  

More than 1,000 local, regional, tribal, state and federal agencies use DTRS and the 

system supports over 75,000 subscriber radios. Approximately 18% of these users are 

from state government. The remaining 82% are local, regional, tribal and federal 

government agency users.  

Subscriber radios from multiple vendors operate on DTRS. These include Motorola, 

Harris Corp., EF Johnson, and others. Subscriber equipment must comply with certain 

minimum specifications to operate on DTRS, but user agencies are at their own discretion 

as to which compliant subscribers they purchase and use.  

3.1.3 DTRS Ownership 

The ownership of DTRS is diverse: OIT owns a significant amount of the equipment used 

in the network, as do numerous municipalities and regional partnerships. These local 

owners range from metropolitan-area counties, regional partnerships, and numerous 

smaller municipalities and county governments. For the most part, regardless of 

ownership, usage of the network is ubiquitously open to all authorized users, and 

statewide access is available to all user agencies independent of their jurisdiction6.  

This report includes a listing of the ownership of the DTRS infrastructure assets in the 

following categories: radio repeaters (located at radio sites spread out across the state), 

                                            
5 APCO is the Association of Public Safety Communications Officials, International. This organization 
created a set of specifications referred to as “Project 25” to define standards for digital public safety radio 
products and interfaces. ASTRO25® is Motorola’s line of products, systems, and interfaces that adhere to 
the APCO Project 25 (P25) standards.  
6 Exceptions to this statement do exist wherein, by explicit agreement, certain owners allow visiting, out-of-jurisdiction 
users to access selected statewide mutual aid channels and talkgroups instead of those users’ home talkgroup. 
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master sites (also known as “zones”), dispatch centers, and backhaul links. Identifying 

ownership of these infrastructure assets was important for various reasons.  

Prior to this report, there had been no compiled and agreed upon listing of the ownership 

of DTRS assets. In our investigations, most owners of DTRS assets were aware of what 

they owned; however, for numerous DTRS assets, no one claimed ownership. This led 

to instances in which those ‘unclaimed’ assets required repair or upkeep and there was 

no agreement as to who was financially responsible for such actions. In those cases, 

someone ultimately provided the necessary repair or upkeep in order to sustain public 

safety communications. However, because ownership of that asset was not firmly 

established, that entity may have absorbed a cost that was the responsibility of another 

party. 

At some DTRS sites, different parties own the land, the shelter, the tower, the radio 

repeater equipment, and the backhaul. This high degree of mixed ownership complicates 

the task of identifying responsibility for upkeep and maintenance of assets.  

Ownership also carries a responsibility to appropriately budget for future costs such as 

maintenance, repairs, and upgrades. Failure to secure the necessary budget for upkeep 

of a DTRS asset can result in that asset’s failure.  

The agencies that manage statewide systems in states other than Colorado  base their 

decisions on funding and governance on ownership. Some states that charge 

participating agencies a fee for the use of the system provide a discount to those agencies 

that own infrastructure connected to the statewide system (and some provide higher 

levels of discount to those that own more interconnected infrastructure).  

Establishing ownership is a critical component toward building foundations for system-

wide funding, which can further promote system sustainability.  

Appendix A includes a listing of the DTRS infrastructure assets of repeaters, master site 

controllers (“zones”), dispatch centers, and transport links. At a summary level, this list 

shows:  

 There are 1,564 repeaters at the 215 radio sites in DTRS:  

o Of those repeaters, the state of Colorado owns 744 (or 48%)  

 There are 5 master sites (“zones”) in DTRS with the following ownership: 

o The state of Colorado owns 3 master sites 
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o The Pikes Peak Regional Communications Network (serving agencies in El 

Paso County) owns 1 master site 

o Pueblo County owns 1 master site 

 There are 71 dispatch centers with a total of 382 dispatch console positions in 

DTRS (note that the number of dispatch positions per dispatch center varies widely 

- some centers have as many as 22 dispatch console positions and others have 

as few as 1). 

o The state of Colorado owns 37 dispatch consoles across 9 dispatch centers  

 There are 298 transport links in DTRS; 10 use optical fiber, 26 use leased circuits 

(“T1’s”), and 262 use privately-licensed microwave paths  

o Of those transport links, the state of Colorado owns or leases 177 (or 60%) 

It is important to note that this list is current as of the date of this report but that ownership 

of DTRS assets may change as the system expands and as ownership transfers through 

the establishment or terminations of agreements. FE recommends that the state of 

Colorado Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management establish a 

process to review and revise this ownership list to ensure it is current, complete, and 

accurate on an annual basis.  

3.1.4 Summary of DTRS Description/Ownership Status and Need 

Table 1 briefly describes the status and needs of system ownership: 
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Table 1 – System Attribute: Ownership 

System Attribute: Ownership 

Current Status Need 

DTRS is currently a radio system of 215 

radio tower sites, 5 zone controllers, over 

70 dispatch sites and approximately 300 

backhaul links. The primary vendor for the 

radio infrastructure is Motorola and the 

primary vendor for microwave backhaul is 

Alcatel. Ownership of DTRS infrastructure 

assets is diverse and this report presents 

the first compiled list of their ownership.  

As DTRS evolves and expands, there 

should be a process for updating and 

maintaining a detailed list of the 

ownership of infrastructure assets on an 

annual basis. 

3.2 DTRS Equipment and System Lifecycle  

In a public safety communications system, keeping all components current with the radio 

systems vendor’s product line is crucial. Doing so ensures that the vendor can support 

the system’s hardware and software with troubleshooting support, hardware repair 

services, spare parts, and software updates. Using components in a public safety 

communications system that are not kept current with the vendor’s product line can result 

in a reduced level of support. This, in turn, can significantly extend a service outage 

caused by a failure or incompatibility in a non-current product. The following information 

focuses on vendor support and product lifecycle of the current DTRS equipment. 

Motorola provides services and support on the equipment used in DTRS at both the 

product and platform levels. This means they have a support lifecycle that defines key 

dates for the beginning and end of production (shipment) and support (which includes 

spare parts and repair service) for the individual products (such as repeaters and servers 

used for master sites as well as other components) in the system and the combination of 

those products that together constitute a platform.  

The term “platform” refers to the system-wide set of hardware and software operating 

together and certified by Motorola to provide a specific set of features and functionality. 

DTRS currently operates on ASTRO25® platform Version 7.14. This platform version, in 

turn, supports the mix of different types of Motorola radio repeaters, master sites, and 

dispatch center positions used in DTRS. As Motorola discontinues support of these 
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individual products by ending their production and, later, the availability of repair, spares, 

and troubleshooting support for them, Motorola will also discontinue support of these 

products as components of the ASTRO25® platform.  

This section provides information about Motorola’s lifecycle of support for the individual 

products followed by information about support for the overall ASTRO25® platform. FE 

developed all lifecycle figures based on information provided by Motorola. 

3.2.1 Master Site Servers 

As noted, DTRS currently operates with five master sites (Zones 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 (there 

is no Zone 5)). These master sites operate on hardware servers made by companies 

other than Motorola; however, Motorola integrates specially developed software into that 

hardware to provide the control and management functionality of ASTRO25® systems 

such as DTRS. Because Motorola is the integrator of the software and hardware for the 

master sites, they ultimately set the roadmap for them.  

Motorola’s support for the Sun® NetraTM 240 server as the hardware platform for Master 

Sites ended in December 2010, and their support for Master Sites that use the Sun® 

NetraTM T5220 Server ended in December 2014. Motorola still supports the CAS Server 

DL 380 G6 for the Master Sites with no set end-of-life. Figure 2 summarizes the master 

site servers’ lifecycle. 
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Figure 2 – Motorola Master Site servers’ lifecycle 

According to records from the OIT, all of the DTRS master sites utilize the CSA DL380p 

Gen8 Servers, which currently have support from Motorola.  

3.2.2 Motorola Networking Equipment 

The connections from one master site to the others as well as from master sites to radio 

sites rely on networking equipment. Although not mentioned in the description of 

infrastructure assets listed above, this networking equipment includes devices and 

switches, which interface the master sites and radio sites to the transport links. To a large 

degree, Motorola uses commercial-off-the-shelf networking equipment for these devices 

and switches; however, it integrates into them specialized software, developed by 

Motorola, that supports the features and functionality of ASTRO25®.  

Motorola announced that support for the S2500 network device will end in June 2020, 

and support for the S6000 will end in December 2024. The end-of-life date for the 

GGM8000 is currently undetermined. Figure 3 summarizes the lifecycle of the Motorola 

networking equipment. 
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Figure 3 – Motorola networking equipment lifecycle 

Aftermarket support for the HP 2610-24, HP 2610-48, and HP 3500-48 will end in 

December 2015. The end-of-life dates for the HP 2620-24, HP 2620-48, and HP 3800-48 

are still undetermined. Figure 4 summarizes the WAN/LAN switching equipment 

lifecycles. 

 

Figure 4 – WAN/LAN switching equipment lifecycle 

According to records from OIT, DTRS uses a mix of networking devices including S2500, 

S6000, and GGM8000 devices. Additionally, OIT reports the existence of a mix of 
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2610-24, 2620-24, and 3800-48 switches in DTRS, the latter used only at master sites. 

Motorola currently supports all of these devices. 

3.2.3 Radio Site Repeaters 

The repeaters located at the radio sites receive and transmit radio signals to-and-from 

the subscriber radios used by field personnel. Motorola announced various end-of-life 

dates for the Radio Frequency (RF) site equipment located at the 215 Colorado DTRS 

RF locations. Aftermarket services currently support many of these devices, but these 

services are nearing the end of the lifecycle. Figure 5 summarizes the lifecycle of the RF 

site equipment. 

 

Figure 5 – Motorola repeater (RF site equipment) lifecycle 
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According to records from OIT, 666 of the 1,564 repeaters at the 215 radio sites in DTRS 

are Quantar® and STR3000 repeaters; however, OIT provided no information regarding 

their ownership. The remaining DTRS repeaters are GTR 8000 repeaters. The state of 

Colorado has already purchased 56 GTR 8000 repeaters to replace some of the 

Quantars®. 

3.2.4 Dispatch Console Equipment 

The equipment located at 9-1-1 public safety answering points (PSAP, also known as 

dispatch centers) which allows a human dispatcher to communicate through the radio 

system to the subscriber radios used by field personnel are the dispatch consoles.  

Motorola announced the end of aftermarket support for the CENTRACOMTM Gold Elite 

console as December 2018, and the end of aftermarket support for the MCC 7500 

(General Purpose Input / Output Module (GPIOM)) in June 2018. Motorola continues 

support of the MCC 7500 (Voice Processor Module (VPM)) with the end-of-life date yet 

undetermined. Figure 6 summarizes the lifecycle of the dispatch center equipment.  

 

Figure 6 – Motorola dispatch center equipment lifecycle 

According to records from OIT, fewer than 100 of 382 dispatch consoles at the 71 dispatch 

centers in DTRS are Gold Elite consoles. However, no information was available 

regarding their ownership. Currently, 21 of these dispatch consoles are being replaced 

with MCC 7500 consoles. According to OIT, all state consoles are or will be MCC 7500 
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by June 30, 2015. The remaining Gold Elite consoles belong to county or local 

municipalities.  

3.2.5 Workstations 

Workstations, or special-purpose desktop computers, are in use throughout DTRS for 

various purposes including network management and dispatch operator positions. Like 

the previously described products, Motorola provides and supports these workstations, 

mainly manufactured by Hewlett Packard (HP). Motorola integrates them with software 

specific to operations on public safety radio systems like DTRS.  

The XW440, XW4600, and Z400 HP Workstations are already at end-of-life and the end 

of aftermarket support. Motorola still supports the Z420, which it initially released in 2012, 

and has set no end-of-life date. Figure 7 summarizes Motorola’s lifecycles for HP 

workstations. 

 

Figure 7 – HP workstation lifecycles 
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Due to a lack of information provided by non-state agencies, lifecycle information for non-

state owned communications systems was unknown at the writing of this report. 

3.2.6 System Platform (“System Release”)  

As noted, Motorola designs, tests, and supports combinations of all of the hardware and 

software used in an ASTRO25® radio system. Together, these components comprise a 

“platform” and Motorola notates its ASTRO25® platforms with a “system release” number. 

The format of the “system release” number is “7.xx” in which the “xx” are typically the last 

two digits of the calendar year in which the platform was developed and made available 

for release to customers. For example, the current system release of Motorola’s 

ASTRO25® platform is 7.15.  

Motorola recommends that owners of ASTRO25® systems perform an upgrade to a new 

platform (or system release) every 2 years and Motorola discontinues its support of 

platforms more than 5 years old. Lack of platform-level support from Motorola can have 

many effects including:  

 Lack of compatibility between the individual hardware and software components 

within the system 

 Inability to provide support for software including the inability to deliver “bug fixes”, 

patches, and security updates such as anti-virus updates 

 Limitations on the ability of the system to support new features or to be expanded 

to support growth in the number of sites or users on the system 

Currently, DTRS is operating on system release version 7.14. The upgrade to 7.14 

occurred in late 2014 and early 2015. Prior to the system-wide upgrade to 7.14, DTRS 

operated at the same system release version since mid-2009. That previous gap of over 

5 years between system upgrades caused significant issues in DTRS including the effects 

listed above.  

OIT recently announced that it is investigating upgrading DTRS to system release 7.16 

at some time in the second half of 2017. This system release continues to support the 

Quantar® repeaters. (According to Motorola, 7.16 is the last system release that supports 

Quantar® repeaters. but it does not support the CENTRACOMTM Gold Elite consoles.) 

This means that all remaining Gold Elite consoles (approximately 100 of them) require 
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replacement before, or as part of that upgrade to system release 7.16 in the second half 

of 2017.  

3.2.7 Summary of Lifecycle Status and Need 

Table 2 – System Attribute: Equipment and System Lifecycle 

System Attribute: Equipment and System Lifecycle 

Current Status Need 

DTRS currently operates at the latest 

releases of master site servers but it 

includes a mix of repeaters, dispatch 

console, and networking equipment. The 

current DTRS platform is Motorola’s 

ASTRO25® system release 7.14. 

DTRS should keep up-to-date with 

Motorola’s equipment and system-release 

lifecycle plan. This involves replacing 

existing Gold Elite consoles by 2018, 

Quantar® repeaters as possible (before 

end -of-support in 2020), and completing 

a further platform upgrade within the next 

1 to 4 years.  

3.3 DTRS Coverage  

FE analyzed system coverage of the DTRS network via two methods. The first is through 

a survey of system user groups. Section 3.3.1 describes the results. The second method 

of analysis was through an iterative process of predicting and refining system coverage 

and Section 3.3.2 describes those results. 

According to OIT, DTRS delivers the following level of coverage: “Mobile (in vehicle) radio 

coverage provided to approximately 93%-95% of state roadways.7” Additionally, the 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for DTRS as developed by the Consolidated 

Communications Network of Colorado (CCNC) states, “DTR is designed to provide 

mobile radio communication coverage on major State highways to the Participant. 

However, the system is provided as is and neither CCNC nor the state of Colorado makes 

any guarantee, either express or implied, as to a specific level of coverage.8” Furthermore, 

the CCNC SOP states “Additional, or coverage required beyond the mobile radio 

                                            
7 As stated in the Colorado Governor’s Office of Information Technology’s “2013 – Public Safety 
Communications Network – 2014” Report and on PSCN’s website at http://www.oit.state.co.us/cto/dtrs 
8 DIGITAL TRUNKED RADIO (DTR) SYSTEM PARTICIPANT AGREEMENT”, as contained within the 
CCNC’s Standard Operating Procedures (Revision 6, date 3/11/2009) 
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communication coverage on major State highways is the responsibility of the requesting 

[local agency].”Local municipalities have added sites and repeaters to DTRS to enhance 

the coverage provided in their local areas, sometimes to the extent of providing coverage 

to portable radios in buildings or below ground elevation. 

In addition, when reviewing DTRS coverage, it is important to keep in mind the history of 

the build-out of sites across the state. As conceived in the late 1990s, the State planned 

to build the DTRS in seven phases, with the timing and approximate coverage areas as 

depicted on Figure 8, provided by OIT.  

 

Figure 8 – Original DTRS implementation plan 

According to OIT, funding of approximately $10 million per phase was provided to build 

state-owned radio sites for Phase 1 through Phase 4 but in the early 2000s, due to 

redirection of funds related to homeland security and the overall economic situation, 

funding was halted for the construction of sites in Phases 5 through 7. Later, in the mid-

2000s, an initiative known as Colorado Wireless Interoperable Network (CWIN) provided 

approximately $43 million in funding to local municipalities so that they could build radio 

sites to meet their local coverage requirements.  
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Approximately 70 sites were built and added to DTRS through the CWIN project; 

however, these sites were located throughout the State (not just in the region of Phase 5 

through Phase 7) and, in many areas, the CWIN-funded sites are not enhancements to 

the state-owned sites but, instead, they are the only sites providing coverage to users. 

Therefore, our survey and our coverage predictions (and refinements) showed that users 

in the western half of the State (in the areas of Phases 5 and 6) accounted for a majority 

of coverage concerns.  

3.3.1 System Coverage – User Survey 

FE provides the following analysis of online survey results regarding DTRS coverage as 

collected from field users, dispatchers, technical support, and management. We asked 

these four groups of survey participants to rate DTRS coverage on a scale with five 

choices ranging from excellent (no issues or problems) to poor (does not meet daily 

needs). In addition to providing the ratings, we asked participants to identify known areas 

where below average or inadequate coverage exists. 

Field users provided ratings on system coverage for a radio mounted in a vehicle and 

operated on an open street, a handheld radio operated outdoors, and a handheld radio 

operated indoors or underground. Figure 9 illustrates the field user ratings on DTRS 

coverage. 
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Figure 9 – Field user ratings on DTRS coverage 

Almost 50% of field users rated system coverage for radios mounted in vehicles as very 

good to excellent. For handheld radios operating outdoors, the ratings of very good to 

excellent decreased while ratings of adequate, marginal and poor system coverage 

increased. Survey results further emphasize that trend for handheld radios operating 

indoors or underground.  

The majority (70%) of field users reported that they do not operate their radios off network 

(i.e., they do not conduct unit-to-unit communications as opposed to transmitting through 

a DTRS repeater) and they do not anticipate expanding their needs for coverage in the 

future. 

Survey participants that identified themselves as technical support rated the quality of 

coverage that they believe the DTRS provides for field users. The technical support 

ratings mirror very closely those of field users for radios mounted in a vehicle, handheld 

radio used outdoors, and handheld radios used indoors or underground. 

The survey asked dispatchers to provide their ratings on overall DTRS coverage. 

Figure 10 summarizes their response. 
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Figure 10 – Dispatcher ratings on DTRS coverage 

The majority (60%) of dispatchers reported that system coverage is adequate, meeting 

most of their daily requirements. However, the remaining 40% of dispatchers’ ratings were 

divided evenly between a rating of very good (meets the majority of needs) and marginal 

(does not meet needs often).  

Figure 11 illustrates management’s ratings of DTRS coverage. 
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Figure 11 – Management ratings on DTRS coverage 

Based on comments from the survey, the differences in ratings are due in most part to 

the geographical location (e.g., region, county or city) and mode of operation (in vehicle, 

on street or in building) of the different user groups.  

To provide further insight into the participant ratings, Appendix B provides a number of 

comments from field users, dispatchers, technical support, and management regarding 

DTRS coverage, organized in the following manner: 

 Field user comments on known areas of below average or inadequate coverage 

 Dispatcher comments on known areas of below average or inadequate coverage 

 Technical support comments on known areas of below average or inadequate 

coverage 

 Management comments on the need for improvements to the current coverage 

 Technical support comments regarding any planned coverage improvements 
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FE staff reviewed these comments regarding coverage and translated their narrative into 

maps that depict areas having “spotty coverage” (areas that frequently produce dropped 

calls) and no coverage (areas in which calls are simply not possible).  

Figures 12 and 13 depict these two types of areas. These maps also depict highways 

(including interstate, U.S., and state highways) in blue. In addition, the “no coverage” 

areas shown in Figure 13 include the locations of dropped calls as reported by Colorado 

State Patrol (CSP). For those locations, we applied a 100-meter radius around the 

location of the dropped call, and the resultant circle is included as an area of “no 

coverage”. 

 

Figure 12 – Known areas of “spotty coverage” 
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Figure 13 – Known areas of inadequate or “No Coverage”, including dropped 

calls as reported by CSP 

3.3.2 System Coverage - Prediction and Workshop Analysis 

To analyze the coverage performance of DTRS further, FE performed a coverage 

analysis that included the two steps of modeling coverage of the system using 

computerized prediction tools, and reviewing and modifying the predicted models with 

users through an iterative and interactive “workshop” process.  

The purpose of this two-step analysis was to supplement the information provided by 

survey participants regarding coverage needs so that our staff could determine the areas 

that require additional sites to provide additional coverage. Through the course of the 

analysis, FE gauged the level of coverage of the following: 
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 Wide-area, geographic coverage over the entire State 

 Highway coverage throughout the State 

 Coverage along roadways9 in areas reported as having “spotty coverage” 

 Coverage along roadways in areas reported as having “no coverage”, including 

areas of dropped calls 

This section provides details regarding the methodology and results of the coverage 

prediction analysis. 

FE uses industry standards and best practices to predict radio coverage as accurately as 

possible. This includes using all available system data as input to a sophisticated 

computer-modeling tool. Throughout this process, FE uses methods and parameters 

consistent with TIA TSB-8810. 

FE performed coverage prediction studies for the existing DTRS using technical 

information from the following sources: 

 State-supplied information – FE obtained a set of existing radio site and technical 

parameters for establishing a baseline of the existing DTRS coverage. This 

information contained parameters such as geographic coordinates, structure 

heights, and elevations.  

 Vendor-supplied information – FE obtained a set of existing radio site and 

technical parameters from Motorola, the DTRS vendor. This information 

supplemented the technical parameters provided by the State.  

 Publicly available information – For technical information not supplied by the 

State or the system vendor, FE consulted Antenna Structure Registration 

database (ASR). The ASR database, operated by the Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC), maintains data of all antenna structures that meet a 

                                            
9 The term “roadways” is used in this report to designate state highways (as defined above) plus a limited 
set of county highways that were deemed as important by users of DTRS (including those from State and 
local agencies). 
10 TIA TSB-88 Wireless Communications Systems Performance in Noise and Interference-Limited 
Situations 
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particular height threshold or proximity to airports. Where possible, FE mined this 

database when verifying or making assumptions on DTRS radio sites. 

Figure 14 shows the 215 radio sites used in the coverage prediction analysis of DTRS. 

Site icon coloring is according to their “Zone”, of which there are five: Zones 1, 2, 3, 4, 

and 6. (There is no Zone 5.) Appendix C contains a detailed list of all site technical 

parameters used in modeling the existing DTRS coverage. 

 

Figure 14 – 215 radio sites in the Colorado DTRS 

FE used the following system-wide technical parameters and characteristics when 

modeling coverage for the existing DTRS:  

 System Technology: Digital, Project 25 (P25) Phase 1 
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 Frequency Band: 700 MHz and 800 MHz (site dependent) 

 Minimum Delivered Audio Quality (DAQ): DAQ 3.4 

o A DAQ level of 3.4 is the minimum recommended audio quality for public 

safety systems. A DAQ of 3.4 translates to “Speech understandable without 

repetition. Some noise or distortion present.” 

o All coverage shown in the coverage maps represents areas where our study 

showed a DAQ of 3.4 or higher predicted to exist. 

 Tile Reliability Margin (measure of confidence in reliability of signals in covered 

areas): 95% - per recommendations from TSB-88-D for public safety radio 

systems 

 Propagation Model: International Telecommunications Union Recommendation 

Model ITU-525 

 Talk-paths modeled: 

o Talk-out (of the system radio sites) to a mobile radio 

o Talk-in from a mobile radio (to the radio system sites) 

o Talk-out to a portable radio, on-street 

o Talk-in from a portable radio, on-street  

Appendix D provides additional detailed technical parameters for all radio sites pertinent 

to the coverage prediction analysis, including general site information, transmit path 

information, receive path information, and subscriber unit parameters. 

FE based this analysis on a comparison between existing coverage and the gaps 

identified by users who participated in the survey and the coverage workshops. FE 

performed the coverage prediction analysis over four areas of consideration: 

1. Statewide geographic coverage 

2. Highway coverage 

3. Roadways in areas where coverage was reported as below average (i.e., 

“spotty coverage”) 
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4. Roadways in areas where coverage was reported as inadequate, (i.e., areas 

of “no coverage”) 

Figure 15 shows a reference map of all highways (inclusive of interstate highways, U.S. 

highways, and state highways) in the state of Colorado. 

 

Figure 15 – Map of highways in Colorado 

For areas of consideration #3 and #4 (roadways of spotty coverage and no coverage, 

respectively), FE considered the highways (including interstate, U.S., state, and county 

highways) that were within the “spotty-coverage” and no-coverage areas, as reported by 

State and local DTRS users (shown in Figures 13 and 14). Figures 16 and 17 show the 

roadways considered for this part of the analysis. 
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Figure 16 – Roadways in known areas of “spotty coverage” 
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Figure 17 – Roadways in known areas of inadequate or “no coverage”, including 

dropped calls as reported by CSP 

FE’s development of coverage prediction maps was a two-step process and the use of 

the data and procedures described above led to the completion of the initial step of 

modeling coverage of the system using computerized prediction tools. The second step 

involved reviewing the initial coverage predictions with a set of actual DTRS users and 

using their input and knowledge to adjust our prediction data to represent the system’s 

actual coverage performance more accurately.  

We began this process by showing our initial maps to a diverse set of DTRS users and 

requesting their input. Their response was that our models predicted slightly too much 

coverage in the western areas of the state and slightly too little coverage in eastern areas. 

Based on this input, we adjusted our model slightly (and within the guidelines of accepted 
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coverage standards) and presented the modified maps to a subset of the users (again 

including representatives from both state and local agencies) who agreed that our 

adjustments produced maps with recognizably accurate coverage.  

All coverage maps included in this report (both in the narrative of this section and in 

Appendix E) are the product of the coverage workshop process involving feedback from 

DTRS users.  

Below, FE provides coverage maps that demonstrate the graphical results of the 

coverage prediction studies for DTRS. These maps are a subset of the full set of coverage 

prediction maps located in Appendix E. 

The coverage maps in this section show the “limiting path” for both mobile and portable 

radios. The limiting path represents only the transmission path (i.e., talk-out or talk-in) 

that provides the least amount of total coverage, which therefore demonstrates a “worst-

case” scenario. For example, talk-in from a portable will likely provide a limiting path 

because the unit has a lower power output than a repeater or a mobile radio mounted in 

a vehicle. The coverage footprint of the limiting path shows the areas where the users 

can both transmit and receive high-quality audio (according to the evaluation criteria for 

DAQ 3.4). 

Many system designers attempt to balance the talk-out and talk-in paths, so that there 

are few areas where inbound and outbound communications cannot occur at the same 

level of quality. However, it is difficult to design a completely balanced large-scale radio 

system for both portable and mobile radios, because of the large differences in 

transmission power between these types of subscriber equipment and system design 

factors such as body loss for portables. For FE’s DTRS coverage prediction analysis, the 

following talk-paths were determined to be the limiting paths: 

 Talk-out to a Mobile radio 

 Talk-in from a Portable radio 

For this analysis, FE modeled the use of tower-top amplifiers (TTAs), which boost 

inbound, or talk-in, signals. System operators frequently use TTAs in 700/800 MHz radio 

systems. FE used an industry-accepted value of 6 dB of net system gain at all sites when 

modeling these TTAs. The actual amount of realized gain from the use of TTAs can vary 

depending on a number of factors (e.g., RF noise at the radio site). The datasets from the 

state of Colorado and the system vendor did not include details on TTA gain. It is possible 
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a different amount of TTA gain exists at the DTRS sites; however, FE proceeded with the 

value of 6dB based on prior experience with numerous similar systems.  

For the four areas of consideration described above, Figures 18, 19, 20, and 21 show the 

predicted statewide coverage for mobile talk-out. On the three maps depicting roadway 

coverage, the roadways where coverage predictions meet or exceed DAQ 3.4 appear in 

green. Roadways that do not meet DAQ 3.4 appear in yellow (a highway or roadway in 

an area of “spotty coverage”), red (a highway or roadway in an area of no coverage) or 

blue (a highway or roadway in an area this is neither “spotty” nor “no coverage”).  

 

Figure 18 – Statewide coverage of DTRS, talk-out to mobile radio 
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Figure 19 – Statewide coverage of DTRS, talk-out to mobile radio, with coverage 

of State/U.S. highways shown 
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Figure 20 – Statewide coverage of DTRS, talk-out to mobile radio, with coverage 

of roadways with reported “spotty coverage” shown 
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Figure 21 – Statewide coverage of DTRS, talk-out to mobile radio, with coverage 

of roadways with reported “no coverage” shown 

Figures 22, 23, 24, and 25 show the predicted statewide portable talk-in coverage, on the 

street, of DTRS over the four areas of consideration previously described. While the intent 

for DTRS was to provide mobile radio coverage, state and local public safety personnel 

use portable radios on DTRS, therefore evaluating portable radio coverage is an 

important part of assessing the system’s performance. The following maps show talk-in 

coverage from a portable radio operating outside, at street level. 
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Figure 22 – Statewide coverage of DTRS, talk-in from portable radio 
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Figure 23 – Statewide coverage of DTRS, talk-in from portable radio, with 

coverage of State/U.S. highways shown 
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Figure 24 – Statewide coverage of DTRS, talk-In from portable radio, with 

coverage of roadways with reported “spotty coverage” shown 
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Figure 25 – Statewide coverage of DTRS, talk-in from portable radio, with 

coverage of roadways with reported “no coverage” shown 

The coverage depicted in the maps presents areas where FE’s propagation software 

predicted coverage should meet or exceed DAQ 3.4 and 95% reliability. It is important to 

note that this does not necessarily mean no coverage exists in the non-covered areas. It 

may be that users can communicate outside of the covered areas, albeit at a lower 

predicted level of DAQ and/or reliability. 

Appendix E contains all coverage maps created as part of DTRS coverage prediction 

analysis. This includes higher-resolution versions of the maps presented in this section, 

as well as coverage maps for all four talk-paths. In addition, Appendix E provides maps 

that show coverage unique to each of the five zones in DTRS. 
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3.3.3 Coverage Percentages 

Table 3 shows a statistical breakdown of the coverage provided by DTRS for each of the 

four areas of consideration. 

Table 3 – DTRS coverage percentages 

% Coverage over Area of Consideration * 

Talk-path 

Geographic 

Coverage 

Highway 

Coverage 

Reported Areas 

of Spotty 

Coverage 

Reported Areas 
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Mobile Talk-Out 70 63 75 79 73 84 57 51 60 44 38 64 

Mobile Talk-In 80 72 86 87 81 92 67 60 72 54 49 76 

Portable Talk-Out 55 53 57 66 64 68 44 41 46 34 29 51 

Portable Talk-In 51 50 52 62 62 64 41 38 43 32 28 47 

* For the purposes of this analysis, the “western portion of the state” includes the following Counties; Alamosa, 
Archuleta, Delta, Dolores, Eagle, Garfield, Grand, Gunnison, Hinsdale, Jackson, La Plata, Mesa, Mineral, Moffat, 
Montezuma, Montrose, Ouray, Pitkin, Rio Blanco, Rio Grande, Routt, Saguache, San Juan, San Miguel, and Summit. 
The “eastern portion of the state” includes all other Counties. 

3.3.4 Summary of Coverage Status and Need 

Table 4 briefly describes the status and needs of system coverage: 

Table 4 – System Attribute: Coverage 

System Attribute: Coverage 

Current Status Need 

DTRS currently operates with 215 sites 

and provides the levels of coverage 

shown in our included coverage prediction 

maps and summarized in the table in 

DTRS users from all levels of government 

should assist in defining the system’s 

coverage requirement. The coverage 

gaps identified by users need to be 
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Section 3.3.3. According to users, 

significant gaps exist using mobile radios 

on highways, especially in the western 

portion of the state. Our predictions show 

that at the statewide level 79% of state 

highways are covered at a reliability level 

of 95% (with approximately 73% coverage 

in the western portion of the state and 

84% in the eastern portion). 

addressed to enhance public safety radio 

communications.  

 

3.4 DTRS Interoperability  

This section describes the interoperability capabilities and requirements of users of DTRS 

as expressed by agencies that primarily use DTRS. Section 4 of this report provides 

information about the interoperability capabilities and requirements of users of systems 

other than DTRS while Section 5 provides more details on the three major methods of 

interoperability within the state of Colorado including:  

 NetworkFirst®: a set of interconnections between DTRS and, primarily, the trunked 

radio systems that operate in the Denver metro area  

 ISSI: a specialized type of gateway used to interconnect different Project25-

compliant trunked systems 

 DTRS MAC Channels: talkgroups within DTRS specifically reserved for the 

purposes of interoperability and mutual aid 

3.4.1 Interoperability Survey 

To understand the extent to which DTRS users can communicate with other agencies 

(including those that use systems other than DTRS), FE surveyed DTRS field users, 

dispatchers, technical support, and management staff. Interoperability, as FE defined in 

the survey, meant the ability to talk to people outside of one’s daily operational group, 

when needed and when authorized. The survey asked field users to identify other 

agencies with whom they functionally interact and intercommunicate, both on a daily and 

special (emergency/event) basis. For each “other agency”, each survey participant 

identified, we asked them to provide the following details: 
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 How often do you interact/intercommunicate with the agency (daily, weekly, 

monthly, or yearly)? 

 Do you have interoperability capabilities with the agency (Yes or No)? 

o If “Yes”, what communications method do you use? (shared channels, 

dispatch console, gateway equipment, swap radios, cell phone or other) 

o If “Yes”, how well does the communications method work? (Poor, Marginal, 

Adequate, Very Good, or Excellent) 

We define the methods of interoperability listed above in the following manner:  

 Shared Channels – The channels (or talkgroups) used by one agency are 

programmed into the radios used by another agency so that, when needed and 

authorized, the second agency can simply tune to the first agency’s channels (or 

talkgroups) for direct communications. This method is efficient in that only the 

channel (or talkgroup) of the first agency is used for the agency-to-agency 

communications. In this method, both audio and signaling (such as the 

identification of the user radio’s identifiers) are carried between the users of the 

shared channels (or talkgroups). (Note: From a dispatcher’s perspective, this 

method of interoperability requires “No Dispatch Intervention” because field users 

can directly select the external agency with whom they wish to communicate.)  

 Dispatch Console – A dispatch console operator creates a “patch” between the 

channels (or talkgroups) used by different agencies so that any conversation that 

occurs on the channels (or talkgroups) of one agency are automatically carried to 

the channels (or talkgroups) of the other(s). Dispatchers typically create console 

patches for short durations and for specific events. This method is inefficient in that 

the channels (or talkgroups) of all involved agencies are used for the agency-to-

agency communications. This method carries audio but not signaling between the 

users of the shared channels (or talkgroups). 

 Gateway – A specific piece of equipment called a gateway (which is different from 

a dispatcher’s console) interconnects channels and/or patches in a method similar 

to the “console patch” as described above; however, the location of this 

interconnection is not limited to the dispatch center. In addition, use of gateway 

interconnections is typically for longer durations (or even permanently) for on-going 

interoperability requirements. This method is also inefficient in that it uses the 
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channels (or talkgroups) of all involved agencies for the agency-to-agency 

communications. This method carries audio but not signaling between the users 

of the shared channels (or talkgroups). 

o NOTE: There is a specific type of gateway, called an Inter-RF-SubSystem 

Interface gateway (or ISSI gateway), that can interconnect systems that 

support the APCO Project 25 standard. ISSI gateways can carry both audio 

and a limited set of signaling between the users of the shared talkgroups that 

it interconnects. The use of ISSI is, however, limited to interconnection of 

Project-25-compliant systems. 

 Swap Radios – Users from one agency borrow radios that belong to another 

agency so that the two of them can communicate with each other. Like shared 

channels, this is efficient and supports both audio and signaling, but it requires one 

agency to become familiar with the configuration and operation of the other 

agency’s radios.  

 Verbal Repeat – A dispatcher that has access to multiple systems repeats the 

conversation of a user agency that occurs on one system to a user agency 

operating on a different system.  

 Cell Phones (and other non-public-safety-radio methods) – Users of different 

agencies simply abandon use of public safety radio systems and communicate 

with each other via alternate methods.  

3.4.2 Interoperability Capabilities and Requirements 

Appendix F contains a matrix of the current interoperability capabilities and requirements 

of field users that primarily use DTRS. 

Figure 26 shows how often DTRS field users communicate with other agencies. 
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Figure 26 – Frequency of DTRS field user interoperability 

The survey results show that 60% of field users that require interoperability communicate 

with other agencies on a daily or weekly basis, while the balance communicate with other 

agencies on a monthly or yearly basis. Additionally, 96% of field users report that they 

have some kind of interoperability capabilities with the other agencies. Of those field users 

who have interoperability capabilities with the other agencies, 83% report that they 

employ shared channels. A small percentage of field users achieve interoperability via 

dispatch console, gateway equipment, swapping radios, cell phone, or other 

communications method. Figure 27 illustrates the ratings on the effectiveness of the 

interoperable communications method that DTRS field users have with other agencies. 
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Figure 27 – Ratings on effectiveness of DTRS interoperability 

Overall, the majority (62%) of field users rate the effectiveness of each communications 

method as very good or excellent. It is important to note that a small percentage (11%) of 

field users rate the effectiveness of each communications method as marginal or poor. 

There are times when agencies need to travel outside of their jurisdiction. Survey results 

show that 86% of field users currently have the ability to talk back to their home users 

when they travel. However, a slightly lower percentage (73%) express that they will need 

the ability to talk back to their home users when they travel in the future. 

The online survey asked dispatchers to identify the divisions, departments, agencies, or 

organizations for which they facilitate interoperability. For each division, department, 

agency, or organization listed, we asked the dispatchers to provide the following details: 

 How often do you facilitate interoperability? (Daily, Weekly, Monthly, or Less Often 

than Monthly) 

 How do you currently facilitate interoperability? (Verbally/manually repeat, Console 

patch, Gateway interconnection (not through console), No Dispatch Involvement, 

or Other). 
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 How would you rate ease of use (operability) of the communications method? 

(Poor, Marginal, Adequate, Very Good, Excellent)? 

Appendix F also contains a matrix of the current interoperability capabilities and 

requirements of dispatchers that primarily use DTRS.11 Figure 28 illustrates how often 

DTRS dispatchers facilitate interoperability for other divisions, departments, agencies, or 

organizations. 

 

Figure 28 – Frequency of DTRS dispatcher-facilitated interoperability 

Less than half of the dispatchers reported that they facilitate interoperability on a daily or 

weekly basis. The majority (64%) of the dispatchers indicated that they facilitate 

interoperability on a monthly basis or less often than monthly. The majority (67%) of the 

dispatchers reported that they facilitate interoperability via verbal/manual repeat or by 

console patch. The remaining dispatchers indicate that facilitating interoperability consists 

of gateway interconnection (not through a console), no dispatch involvement, or other 

communications method. Figure 29 shows the ratings on ease of use (operability) of the 

communications method used, as reported by DTRS dispatchers. 

                                            
11 The following section of this report provides a similar analysis of the interoperability capabilities and 
requirement of agencies that primarily use systems other than DTRS. 
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Figure 29 – Ratings on ease of use of the communications method 

Although the majority (52%) of dispatchers rates the communications method’s ease of 

use as adequate, 43% of dispatchers rate it as very good to excellent. A small percentage 

(5%) of dispatchers indicates marginal or poor ease of use for the communications 

method they utilize. 

FE asked those in a technical support capacity what methods of interoperability DTRS 

users primarily use. Survey results show that console patches, selection of mode radio, 

and gateways are the primary methods of interoperability. Technical support staff also 

indicate moderate use of ISSI connections, caches/swapping radios, and other 

communications method.  

The survey asked those in a technical support role a series of questions relating to 

interoperability sets that work well, need minor adjustments, need major changes, or do 

not exist but need to be established. FE defined an "interoperability set" as the 

combination of two separate departments/agencies (the two organizations that need to 

talk to each other) and the method used to interconnect them. Appendix F provides details 

on those different categories of interoperability sets. 
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The survey asked technical support staff how well the current fleetmap suits the needs of 

the users on DTRS. Figure 30 shows technical support’s ratings on how well the current 

fleetmap suits DTRS user needs. 

 

Figure 30 – Technical support ratings on current DTRS fleetmap 

While the majority (58%) of technical support believes the current fleetmap adequately 

suits DTRS user needs, the remaining 42% provided very good or excellent ratings. 

Although no survey participants rated current fleetmapping marginal or poor, they 

provided the following comments on the changes they would like to see on the fleetmap: 

 “We have some County MAC channels that are rarely used. May rename and 

reassign them operations roles in the future. Some may agree we have too many 

TG options, gets confusing and needs to be simplified. Currently working on that.” 

 “The fleetmap for DTRS seems adequate but underfunded and changes are not 

sent though the system well.” 

 “More strict guidelines for programmers. Aliases for talkgroups tend to deviate from 

programmer to programmer at times. Re-visit of aliases from original setup due to 

lack of understanding of local area naming. (Example: San Luis Valley Regional 

Medical Center - fleetmap is SLV MED, local naming is SLVRMC)” 
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 “I would prefer to receive the entire state fleetmap but understand the reason for 

keeping it restricted.” 

Figure 31 illustrates the management ratings on DTRS interoperability. 

 

Figure 31 – Management ratings on DTRS interoperability 

Fifty three percent of managers reported adequate DTRS interoperability and another 

32% of managers rated it as very good or excellent. A small percentage reported that 

DTRS interoperability is marginal or poor. 

Appendix G contains the comments from field user, dispatcher, technical support, and 

management on DTRS interoperability, organized in the following manner: 

 DTRS field user interoperability capabilities  

 DTRS dispatcher interoperability capabilities 

 Field user comments on specific issues with system interoperability 

 Dispatcher and technical support comments on specific issues with interoperability 

 Interoperability sets that work very well or adequately 
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 Interoperability sets that work poorly or do not exist 

 Management comments on system interoperability needs 

3.4.3 Summary of Interoperability Status and Need 

Table 5 briefly describes the status and needs of system interoperability: 

Table 5 – System Attribute: Interoperability 

System Attribute: Interoperability 

Current Status Need 

DTRS currently provides a high-level of 

interoperability between the field users 

and dispatchers of agencies that primarily 

use it for daily and special-purpose 

communications. As described in 

subsequent sections of this report, 

methods to provide interoperability 

between users of DTRS and other 

systems exist and are in development.  

DTRS should continue to provide the 

same high level of interoperability 

between users that primarily use it for 

daily communications. As described in 

subsequent sections of this report, the 

State should continue with their current 

efforts using ISSI and other means to 

provide interoperability between DTRS 

and other systems to meet specified 

operational needs through supportive 

governance and funding as needed. 

3.5 DTRS Features  

3.5.1 Features Capabilities and Requirements  

To assess the overall experience with DTRS features, it was necessary to gauge 

satisfaction levels with current system features, determine the features that are critical 

today, and identify the features needed in the future. This was completed via the online 

survey in which participants were asked to rate their overall satisfaction with the current 

system features on a scale with five choices ranging from being extremely satisfied to 

extremely dissatisfied. Figure 32 illustrates the overall levels of satisfaction with DTRS 

features, as reported by field users, dispatchers, technical support, and management. 
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Figure 32 – Satisfaction levels with DTRS features 

Survey results show that at least 60% of field users, dispatchers and technical support, 

and 50% of managers are satisfied or extremely satisfied with current DTRS features. 

However, Figure 33 shows the degree to which field users and dispatchers feel that they 

know all of the system features available.  
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Figure 33 – Knowledge of DTRS features available 

Only about 40% of field users and 45% of dispatchers feel that they know how to operate 

all of the system features available. About 25% of those in a technical support role feel 

that users of the DTRS know how to operate all of the system features available. 

The survey asked field users to identify which system features, categorized into calling 

features and management/security, are critical in their current radio system and in a future 

radio system. Table 6 lists current system features ranked by level of importance, with 

the three most critical ones in each category highlighting in red. 

Table 6 – Critical features in current radio system 

Importance Calling Features Management/Security Features 

1 Emergency Calls Global Positioning System (GPS) 

2 Emergency Alarm User Authentication 

3 Call Alert Voice Encryption 

4 Group Calls Status Query 

5 Announcement Group Calls Over-the-air Programming (OTAP) 

6 Private Calls Short Messaging Service (SMS) 
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Importance Calling Features Management/Security Features 

7   Radio Inhibit / Uninhibit 

8   Over-the-air Rekeying (OTAR) 

9   Dynamic Regrouping 

Technical support also reported emergency calls, emergency alarm, and call alert as the 

top three calling features. However, technical support believes that the radio 

inhibit/uninhibit feature, rather than GPS, is the most critical management/security 

feature. 

The results for field-user requirements for critical calling and management/security 

features for a future radio system were nearly identical to those for the current system 

(the only difference being a swap in position of the calling features of Announcement 

Group Calls and Group Calls). Technical support requirements for the features of a future 

system were also nearly identical to those for the current system.  

All of the calling features required by field users are part of the Project 25 standard for 

features and signaling and all but Private Call are part of the DTRS Subscriber 

Acceptance Test Plan used by CCNC to approve the operation of a particular brand and 

model of radio on the system. This is also true of the management/security feature of 

inhibit/uninhibit. Therefore, all of these features, with the possible exception of Private 

Calls, should be available to field users allowed to operate on DTRS. FE believes that the 

classification of these features as “required” (both in the existing and in any future system) 

means they are the foundational features of the system and that they must remain despite 

any other changes made to the system.  

Our survey did not reveal an overwhelming mandate to incorporate the top three 

management/security features into the system. Fifty one percent of survey participants 

listed GPS as a requirement, while 43% cited authentication as a requirement and 41% 

cited encryption as required.  

The features of GPS and authentication are part of the Project 25 standard for features 

and signaling but they are not universally available in all subscriber radio models. 

Additionally, their incorporation typically requires the addition of software and/or hardware 

within the system’s infrastructure and in each subscriber radio. These additions of 

software and hardware can be costly, depending on the manufacturer and exact model 

of the radio as well as on the exact functionality required. Because the call for these 
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features was not at a “mandate” level and because of their additional cost, FE 

recommends that users’ operational needs be further studied before taking action on 

procuring these features.  

The DTRS infrastructure is, by its definition as a Project 25 compliant system, capable of 

providing the feature of encryption. However, activating that feature includes the 

installation of additional software and/or hardware in subscriber radios and dispatch 

consoles. The decision to install the hardware and/or software to provide this feature can 

and should be left to the individual agency that requires the encryption feature; however, 

implementing it in talkgroups used by multiple agencies requires coordination to ensure 

that encryption is available (with the same key) to all that could use that talkgroup.  

Regarding features needed or desired in a future radio system, users provided the 

following comments: 

 “Emergency calls/alarms able to be heard across multiple channels, and the ability 

to access certain channels in times of emergencies are extremely important.” 

 “The ability to lower the minimum speaker volume so it does not alert the suspect.” 

 “Over-the-air programming would be extremely helpful; GPS would provide an 

enhanced level of crew safety.” 

 “I would like to see encryption for law enforcement radios.” 

 “OTAP would be necessary to ensure timely updates or programming of radio 

channels as needed without the presence of a vendor or timely shop programming 

times.” 

 “Scan improvements, SMS texting, personnel locations, and data transfer (pictures 

etc.)” 

The survey provided dispatchers with a list of dispatch console features and asked them 

to identify whether they have and do use, have and do not use, or do not have but would 

use each of the features. Table 7 provides a list of top ten console features that 

dispatchers have and do use, as well as the top ten features that dispatchers do not have 

but would use. 
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Table 7 – DTRS dispatch console features 

Importance Have and Do Use Do not Have But Would Use 

1 Alert Tone(s) Intercom 

2 Call Playback Radio Unit Status Messages 

3 Unit ID Display All-Call (System Wide) 

4 Call History Announcement Groups 

5 Patches Radio Unit Monitoring 

6 Simulselect More than one "unselect" speaker 

7 
Display Loss of Network 

Connectivity 
Channel Marker Messages 

8 One "unselect" speaker Dispatch Priority 

9 Emergency Call RF (Control-Station) Backup 

10 Emergency Alarm Individual Calls 

The only concern with currently used features is that emergency signals could be marked 

more clearly to recognize immediately the individual deputy who hit their alarm.  

3.5.2 Summary of Features Status and Need 

Table 8 briefly describes the status and needs of the system features: 
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Table 8 – System Attribute: Features 

System Attribute: Features 

Current Status Need 

DTRS currently provides a set of user and 

dispatcher features that is highly 

compliant with the Project 25 standards 

for feature interoperability and that meets 

a significant portion of users’ calling and 

security/management needs. 

Users of DTRS, including field users and 

dispatchers, need more awareness of the 

features of DTRS. DTRS can accomplish 

this through a combination of training, 

exercise, and usage. Additionally, the 

specific features of GPS, authentication, 

and encryption require special 

consideration to determine the potential 

value of expanding the DTRS in order to 

provide them at a local or statewide level. 

3.6 DTRS Capacity  

3.6.1 Capacity Capabilities and Requirements  

Capacity is the ability of the system to support the number of simultaneous conversations 

requested by users. In a statewide system like DTRS that uses multiple, interconnected 

sites; sites with greater numbers of radio channels will be able to provide greater capacity 

to the area they serve. The number of channels supported at each DTRS site varies. 

Remote areas typically have the capacity to support four to five simultaneous 

conversations while some urban areas can support over 20 simultaneous conversations. 

The intent of the capacity is to support routine, peak, and emergency traffic on the system. 

The capacity of a system is often measured as the percentage of call attempts that receive 

a busy indication (i.e., no available channels at the sites able to accept additional 

users/conversations) relative to all call attempts for a given time period. (Note that in 

systems such as DTRS that comply with the Project 25 standards for features and 

signaling, a call that receives a busy indicator will receive an automatic callback once a 

channel becomes available.) The industry term for this is the Grade of Service (GoS). The 

targeted GoS for a public safety radio system is typically 1% during the period of peak 

traffic. 
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The State’s Office of Information Technology provided system traffic summary reports for 

each month in 2014. Table 9 summarizes the information provided in those reports.  

Table 9 – DTRS traffic report summary 

Month 
Number of  

Busy Calls  

Number of  

Total Calls 
% Busy 

Avg. Busy 

Duration 

(seconds)  

January 19,960 8,775,702 0.23% 1.7  

February 12,181 7,590,239 0.16% 1.9  

March 4,295 7,824,751 0.05% 1.7  

April 2,574 7,432,056 0.03% 1.3  

May 3,524 8,344,663 0.04% 1.2  

June  3,034 8,035,755 0.04% 1.4  

July 6,272 8,662,189 0.07% 1.8 

August 5,318 8,475,456 0.06% 1.3 

September 3,855 7,929,447 0.05% 1.2 

October 3,073 8,046,870 0.04% 1.3 

November 6,001 7,422,148 0.08% 1.0 

December 4,746 7,760,518 0.06% 2.3 

Monthly Average 6,236 8,024,983 0.08% 1.5 

The monthly average percentage of busy calls for the 2014 calendar year was under 

0.1%. This means that, on average, less than one call attempt per month of out each one 

thousand calls received a busy indication.  

To assess user experience with the current system capacity, it was critical to determine 

whether user groups experience an unacceptable number of system busies or if there are 

sufficient channels to conduct normal and emergency operations. Survey participants 

were asked to rate DTRS capacity on a scale with five choices ranging from excellent 

(never busy) to poor (frequently busy). In addition to the ratings, the user groups 

commented on specific issues with channel capacity (busies, congested channels, etc.). 

Figure 34 illustrates the field user, dispatcher, technical support, and management ratings 

on DTRS capacity. 
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Figure 34 – Overall ratings on DTRS Capacity 

Across the board, about half of the participants rated system capacity as very good, with 

a few excellent ratings. A considerable number of users (average of 45%) reported 

adequate system capacity, experiencing busy system channels only on occasion. 

Three-fourths of the field users report that they do not anticipate expanding their use of 

the system. However, the remaining field users communicated that they do anticipate 

expanding their use of the system by either expanding the number of users or increasing 

the degree to which radios are used. The field users expressing the need for increased 

capacity represent a variety of disciplines and regions, including state and local law 

enforcement agencies, fire protection districts, airport and rescue authorities, and health 

and paramedic services. 

Appendix H provides field user, dispatcher, technical support, and management 

comments regarding DTRS capacity organized in the following manner: 

 Field user comments on specific issues with channel capacity  

 Dispatcher and management comments on specific issues with channel capacity 

 Management and technical support comments on DTRS capacity needs 
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Those survey respondents who identified themselves as management believe that the 

system works well for day-to-day operations, but it does not have the additional capacity 

to handle major multi-agency events and heavy loading conditions such as a snowstorm, 

tornado, flood or wildfire. Participants from technical support roles stated that they 

continue to work with their current vendor to add capacity as needed to address the 

number of busies reported. These participants also stated that counties upgrade and 

expand simulcast cells in their region to meet their system capacity needs. 

3.6.2 Summary of Capacity Status and Need 

Table 10 briefly describes the status and needs of the system capacity: 

Table 10 – System Attribute: Capacity 

System Attribute: Capacity 

Current Status Need 

DTRS is currently equipped with a varying 

number of channels per radio site with 

some metropolitan area sites having as 

many as 20 channels while most remote 

or rural sites have 5 to 6 channels. When 

measured at the month level, the capacity 

of DTRS is well within typical design 

criteria and users had overall positive 

comments about capacity performance. 

Monitoring of DTRS capacity performance 

should continue, including the 

continuation of the current process for 

predicting effects of the anticipated traffic 

from new user agencies. Addition of 

channels or migration to P25 Phase 2 

operation, which effectively doubles 

existing capacity, should occur when such 

predictions show the need for expanded 

capacity in the affected areas.  

3.7 DTRS Reliability  

3.7.1 Capacity Capabilities and Requirements  

FE sought to analyze the reliability of DTRS through two methods. The first method was 

an analysis of reports regarding infrastructure equipment failures and other empirical data 

about the causes and durations of system outages. FE requested this information from 

OIT; however, OIT advised us that the format of their information is not compatible with 

this analysis. While there are software packages for system management applications 

that track outages and that can provide reports on system reliability, no such package is 
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currently in use by OIT. This does not mean that OIT is unable to monitor and react to 

outages; it simply means that they do not currently have the capabilities to record and 

produce reports on such information.  

We successfully analyzed system reliability via the second method through our 

completion of an online survey that covered several topics related to DTRS reliability. 

Field users, dispatchers, technical support and management rated overall system 

reliability on a scale with five choices ranging from excellent (never has issues) to poor 

(frequently has issues). Field users and dispatchers also rated their experience with the 

notification process for system outages. Those in a technical support role provided ratings 

on site power source(s), backhaul equipment, and their ability to monitor system 

performance. 

Figure 35 shows the ratings on overall DTRS reliability, as reported by field users, 

dispatchers, technical support, and management.  

 

Figure 35 – Overall ratings on DTRS reliability 

On average, about 50% of the survey participants rated system reliability as very good to 

excellent. A significant number of participants reported adequate reliability as the system 

occasionally has issues. Only a few field users, dispatchers, and managers provided 

marginal or poor ratings for system reliability. 
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When asked the manner by which technical support staff notify users of system outages, 

survey participants listed several communication methods including direct notification, 

dispatch, emails, radio, pages, or phone calls. Survey participants were asked to rate the 

notification process for system outages (planned and/or unplanned outages). Figure 36 

illustrates the ratings on the notification process for system outages, as reported by field 

users and dispatchers. 

 

Figure 36 – Satisfaction with notification process for DTRS outages 

At least half of the field users and dispatchers rated the notification process for DTRS 

outages as very good to excellent. Another 30% of participants rated the notification 

process as adequate, occasionally receiving notices in a timely manner. However, some 

field users and dispatchers report that they rarely, or in some cases, never receive notices 

in a timely manner.  

Survey participants in a technical-support role provided comments on improvements they 

feel are necessary in notifying users of system outages and their comments include:  

 The contact list of those requiring notification of system outages needs constant 

updating.  
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 Some technical support staff would like to find a way to have system and device 

alarms set via pages or text instead of just emails. This requires identifying all of 

the alarms that users really need to see for each device.  

 Currently, users statewide receive outage notifications. When users receive 

frequent notifications that do not pertain to their region, they begin to ignore the 

notifications in general. Participants believe that only users in the affected region 

should receive outage notifications. 

The survey asked participants in a technical support role to rate the site power resources 

of the DTRS and backhaul equipment (i.e., the equipment that supports site-to-site links 

that use microwave, fiber, or leased T-1 circuits). Technical support also rated their ability 

to monitor the performance (including outages) of equipment, sites, backhaul, and other 

items throughout the system. Figure 37 illustrates the technical support ratings on DTRS 

infrastructure reliability and performance monitoring ability. 

 

Figure 37 – Technical Support ratings on DTRS reliability and monitoring 

Survey results show that two-thirds of technical support rate site power sources as very 

good, with the remaining third reporting that site power sources occasionally have issues. 

While 42% of technical support rated backhaul equipment reliability as very good or 

excellent, 50% of them reported that backhaul equipment occasionally has issues. 
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Regarding the ability to monitor the performance of equipment, sites, backhaul, and other 

items throughout DTRS, 42% of technical support provided very good to excellent ratings. 

However, it is important to note that a small percentage of technical support rated 

backhaul equipment reliability and their ability to monitor system performance as marginal 

or poor. Some items that technical support staff does not have the ability to monitor but 

which they feel are necessary to monitor include county-owned routers and switches, 

waveguide pressures, generator failures, microwave equipment, and site status and 

alarms. 

Appendix I contains the following field user, dispatcher, technical support, and 

management comments that provide further insight into DTRS reliability ratings: 

 Field user comments on specific issues with system reliability  

 Dispatcher and management comments on specific issues with system reliability 

 Field user comments on notification process for system outages 

 Dispatcher comments on notification process for system outages 

 Technical support comments on site power sources, backhaul equipment, and 

overall system reliability 

 Management comments on improvements needed for current system reliability 

3.7.2 Summary of Reliability Status and Need 

Table 11 briefly describes the status and needs of the system reliability: 
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Table 11 – System Attribute: Reliability 

System Attribute: Reliability 

Current Status Need 

A majority of DTRS users views the 

system as reliable; however, there were 

individual and specific concerns over 

backhaul. Additionally, no empirical data 

about outages at the component, site, or 

system level was available for analysis. 

DTRS should be equipped with a software 

package that records and is capable of 

producing reports on system reliability.  

3.8 DTRS Backhaul  

The backhaul interconnects the sites in the radio system to each other. This section 

provides a summary of FE’s 2014 State of Colorado Microwave System Requirements, 

Analysis and Recommendations Report. For further details on this topic, refer to that 

report. It is important to note that state-owned microwave dominates the topic of backhaul 

for the following reasons:  

 Of the 298 total backhaul links, 262 (or 90%) use microwave while the remainder 

of the links use optical fiber or leased T1 circuits. 

 Of the 262 microwave links, the state of Colorado owns 169 (or 65%).  

 Of the state-owned microwave links, a majority of the equipment has aged beyond 

the manufacturer’s support lifecycle; whereas, the majority of locally owned 

microwave equipment is of a more recent technological evolution.  

3.8.1 Backhaul Capabilities and Requirements  

The State’s microwave system consists of approximately 262 microwave links, which 

include links to remote mountaintop locations, state facilities, and dispatch center 

locations. This microwave system provides connection of critical communication circuits 

to state agencies such as Colorado Department of Corrections, Colorado Department of 

Transportation, Colorado State Patrol, Colorado Department of Natural Resources, and 

other state agencies. The existing microwave system also interconnects into microwave 

systems owned by local governments to allow communications among jurisdictions.  
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The primary use of the microwave system is to connect sites serving DTRS. It also serves 

other systems that require remote radio sites. The microwave system uses Time Division 

Multiplex (TDM) technology in the 2 Gigahertz (GHz), 6 GHz, 10 GHz, 11 GHz, 18 GHz, 

and 23 GHz frequency bands. The images in Figures 38-44 below are diagrams of the 

State’s existing microwave system provided to FE by the State’s OIT. For image clarity 

purposes, FE divided the state into the following seven areas: North West (Figure 38); 

West Central (Figure 39); South West (Figure 40); North East (Figure 41); East Central 

(Figure 42); South East (Figure 43) and Denver Metro (Figure 44). 

 

Figure 38 – Current microwave network, North West portion of State 
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Figure 39 – Current microwave network, West Central portion of State 

 

Figure 40 – Current microwave network, South West portion of State 
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Figure 41 – Current microwave network, North East portion of State 
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Figure 42 – Current microwave network, East Central portion of State 

 

Figure 43 – Current microwave network, South East portion of State 
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Figure 44 – Current microwave network, Denver Metro Area 

The current microwave system comprises two main architectures. Ring architecture 

provides connectivity to all sites when one site-to-site connection is lost. A spur is a single 

hop that provides connectivity to a single site or multiple sites in a linear fashion. Rings 

provide a level of redundancy that spurs do not provide since there are two 

communication routes into each site in the ring architecture. The State’s current 

microwave system comprises many spurs and very few rings. 

The majority of the microwave stations and their ancillary equipment are obsolete. 

Manufacturers have discontinued support of these products in favor of newer products. 

Our analysis determined that 59% of the microwave stations used in the microwave 

system is at a point in their lifecycle where the manufacturer no longer supplies parts and 

service, making the system difficult to support. 
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Based on the OIT provided data covering a period of 1,310 days between May 17, 2010, 

and December 17, 2013, FE calculated the State’s current typical mean time between 

failures (MTBF) of a microwave system component to be 349 hours or 14.5 days. This 

falls well short of the common performance criterion of “five nines” or 99.999% reliability 

and further substantiates the need to replace the aging equipment that in the majority of 

cases is out of support from the manufacturer. 

3.8.2 Summary of Backhaul Status and Need 

Table 12 briefly describes the status and needs of the system backhaul: 

Table 12 – System Attribute: Backhaul 

System Attribute: Backhaul 

Current Status Need 

Varying technologies and equipment 

currently serve the site-to-site links in 

DTRS; however, the majority of the 

backhaul network is State-owned 

microwave that uses equipment beyond 

its manufacturer’s support lifecycle and 

that incurs outages beyond an acceptable 

level. Additionally, the backhaul network 

relies on a topology of spurs, which leave 

sites that are at the end of a series of 

microwave hops susceptible to isolation 

(and outage).  

Improvements to the backhaul network of 

DTRS are essential. These include the 

replacement of the current topology, 

technology, and equipment with highly 

reliable modern technology that 

incorporates ring architecture (not spurs), 

and has the bandwidth necessary to meet 

anticipated growth.  

3.9 DTRS Maintenance  

3.9.1 System and Subscriber Maintenance Capabilities and Requirements  

To assess the current maintenance practices of DTRS infrastructure and user equipment, 

FE provides the following analysis of online survey results on maintenance from field 

users, dispatchers, technical support, and management. The online survey asked field 

users and dispatchers to identify the agencies maintenance organizations (or individuals), 

as well as the frequency of maintenance activities, and their overall satisfaction level with 
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equipment maintenance. We asked those in a technical support or management role to 

report the frequency and satisfaction with DTRS maintenance activities, as well as any 

improvements required to the maintenance capabilities of the current system. 

Table 13 provides a list of the individuals/organizations identified by field users through 

the on-line survey that perform DTRS user-radio (“subscriber radio”) maintenance. 

Table 13 – Individuals/organizations that perform DTRS user-radio maintenance 

Individuals/Organizations that Perform DTRS User-Radio Maintenance Per 

Survey Responses 

Arapahoe County Sheriff's Office 

Barry Mitchell, a local radio technician 

Chris Truby 

City of Colorado Springs 

Commercial radio shops, OEM dealers 

Dale Wise 

DigitCom Electronics 

Douglas County Sheriff's Office radio shop 

Grand Junction Radio Tech 

KCI and Wireless Technologies 

Mike McCarty 

Mobile Radio Durango 

Park County Communications Center 

QDS Communications 

Spectracom 

Various un-named in-house radio technicians from multiple survey participants 

Walter Zorn 

WDSL, PUEBLO 

Wireless Advanced Communications 

A subset of the individuals/organizations that perform user-radio maintenance also 

perform the dispatch console maintenance. Figure 45 illustrates the frequency of DTRS 

user equipment (subscriber radio and dispatch consoles) maintenance, as reported by 

field users and dispatchers. 
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Figure 45 – Frequency of DTRS user equipment maintenance 

Survey results indicate that 40% of field users are aware of annual equipment 

maintenance, and 10% of field users report quarterly or monthly maintenance. More 

dispatchers report quarterly or monthly maintenance on their equipment. Field users and 

dispatchers who indicated “Other” commented that frequency of equipment maintenance 

was unknown, occurs on an as-needed basis (when problems arise), or when equipment 

is reassigned. Figure 46 highlights the satisfaction with DTRS user equipment 

maintenance, as reported by field users and dispatchers. 
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Figure 46 – Satisfaction with DTRS user equipment maintenance 

More than 50% of field users and dispatchers indicate that they are satisfied or extremely 

satisfied with DTRS user equipment maintenance. Only a small percentage of field users 

indicate they are dissatisfied or extremely dissatisfied with DTRS user equipment 

maintenance. One change that some dispatchers would like to see regarding console 

maintenance is notifications on planned (or scheduled) outages, so they know in advance 

when technicians are working on the system. 

On the system infrastructure side, we asked technical support staff to identify who was 

responsible for maintenance/service of DTRS components. For the purposes of this topic, 

the term “DTRS components” includes system controllers, radio repeaters, system 

networking, backhaul network, antenna systems, site power sources, and site facilities 

and towers. 

The majority (54%) of survey participants indicated that a local radio shop is responsible 

for maintenance/service of the aforementioned system components. A significant number 

(35%) of participants also reported that another state or municipal radio shop is 

responsible for maintenance/service of their system components. The remaining 

participants (11%) noted a contracted/private radio shop or that they do not know who is 

responsible for maintenance/service on their portions of the radio system.  
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Figure 47 shows the frequency of DTRS maintenance/service, as reported by technical 

support staff. 

 

Figure 47 – Frequency of maintenance/service on DTRS 

On average, only about 35% of technical support staff report maintenance is performed 

at semiannual or more frequent (i.e., quarterly or monthly) intervals. Perhaps more 

revealing is that an average 42% of participants in a technical support role indicated they 

do not know the frequency of maintenance/service on the DTRS. Some participants 

believe that the State is underfunded and that more personnel, vehicles and calibrated 

test equipment are necessary. Another concern is that wild fires, such as those 

experienced in Colorado in 2012 and 2013, are unpredictable and can reduce the amount 

of time spent doing site maintenance in the summer. Other participants emphasize the 

importance of other agencies’ responsibilities for maintaining portions of the DTRS those 

agencies own. 

Despite these challenges, Figure 48 illustrates the levels of satisfaction from technical 

support on DTRS maintenance and service. 
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Figure 48 – Satisfaction with maintenance/service on DTRS 

On average, the majority (62%) of the technical support staff is satisfied or extremely 

satisfied with maintenance/service on each of the DTRS components. Only a few 

participants reported dissatisfaction with antenna systems and backhaul network. 

Based on responses from management, the organization that managers actually contact 

for service requests differs from the organization they think should be responsible for 

providing service. Figure 49 shows management ratings on DTRS maintenance policies 

and procedures. 
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Figure 49 – Ratings on DTRS maintenance policies and procedures 

The majority (54%) of participants in a management role report that current DTRS 

maintenance policies and procedures are adequate. Although a number of managers 

rated those policies and procedures as very good or excellent, a small percentage stated 

that they do not meet needs often. However, managers did not list any specific 

improvements needed for the maintenance capabilities of their current system, including 

the quantity or quality of preventative maintenance or the time required to complete a 

repair. 

Appendix J provides field user and management comments on DTRS maintenance and 

service, organized in the following manner: 

 Changes that field users would like regarding user-radio maintenance  

 Organizations contacted for service on the system or users' radios 

FE also investigated the maintenance-related topic of advanced system keys, which are 

physical devices owned and controlled by the owner of a radio system and required in 

order to program user/subscriber radios to operate on that radio system. For DTRS, the 

state of Colorado’s OIT holds and distributes advanced system keys to those that 

program radios for operation on DTRS but such distribution requires execution of a 

system key agreement. Technical support staff identified the needs for the exchange of 
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advanced system keys between DTRS and other systems including Front Range 

Communications Consortium (FRCC), Lakewood, and (at some future point) the Utah 

Communications Agency Network (UCAN). Participants also identified the following 

changes that they would like to see regarding the exchanges of advanced system keys: 

 “FRCC to be willing to issue system keys for non-FRCC member agencies.” 

 “Great progress has been made but [need] more open sharing. Perhaps have keys 

made for specific agencies that they simply make available to their programming 

agencies as needed. For example, Littleton Fire has a Lakewood key that only 

allows the programming of the talkgroups they are authorized for which they are 

the custodian. They simply give to the programmer as needed.” 

 “We have been using a limited ASK in the field for a couple years now. Works well 

for small changes and saves on travel expenses and technical resources. Others 

should consider them.” 

 “Advanced System Keys are only, as far as I know, applicable to Motorola radios. 

Other radios are on the system and do not require Advanced System Keys. Most 

State Specialists only have partial system keys. It causes work delays with little 

additional security.” 

 “Tighter guidelines - required training course and passing of test required before 

issuance of system keys.” 

 “Reciprocal agreements need to be in place. Work has been done at the local level, 

but the State holds up all progress to move forward. OIT wants control of 

everything and plays well when it benefits them.” 

3.9.2 System Site Conditions  

As a specific topic related to system maintenance, FE performed the following analysis 

of sites used in DTRS and other radio systems. The intent of this effort was to identify the 

degree to which site maintenance is an issue that could have a negative effect on DTRS 

performance.  

Our analysis included visiting a representative sample of sites from DTRS and other 

systems to perform detailed site surveys. The site surveys included recording and 

analyzing the current conditions of the following attributes of each site:  
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 Access (road or other methods to travel to site) 

 General physical conditions (construction of shelter, status of fence, surrounding 

land space) 

 Tower conditions (height, type, signs of weakness or wear)  

 Antennas and cables (age, condition, quantity and placement on tower, status of 

tower lighting) 

 Power and grounding (type and quantity of main power, availability of backup 

power, grounding and lightning suppression)  

Over the course of two weeks in February 2015, FE visited and documented the 

conditions of 20 representative radio sites. The sites visited were a mix of locally owned 

and State-owned sites grouped into the following three categories.  

 State owned DTRS facilities 

 Locally owned (Non-State) DTRS facilities 

 Non-DTRS facilities (Conventional, analog radio systems, trunked) 

We produced detailed reports (each approximately 25 pages in length) for each site 

visited by FE and provided them to the site owners. This report provides a summary of 

our findings. 

FE visited State-owned DTRS locations at Zone 3 Ft. Collins, Buckhorn, Franktown, 

DTB/Zone 1 Denver, and Sunset Mesa. These sites varied geographically from the urban 

core facility at Denver to the remote mountaintop location of Bucktown in the North.  

We found each site to be well constructed, using best practices, and generally following 

the industry standards of EIA-222 and R56 with no significant site issues identified. All 

sites had backup power in the event of a loss of utility power.  

The following are specific comments for each of the State-owned DTRS sites visited: 

 Zone 3, Ft. Collins - This is a very well engineered installation supporting the 

regional ASTRO 25 core serving Zone 3. There was good security, room available 

for additional equipment, and all related reference materials available, with 

recovery and operating system compact disks. 
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 Buckhorn, Larimer County – This is an older, mountain top site where the 

installation methods were a bit dated but were consistent with best practices.  

 Franktown - This site was well planned and constructed. 

 DTB/Zone 1, Denver - This site is equipped with the ASTRO 25 controller for the 

metro region. The physical plant at this location is a bit dated, but we noted no 

issues with system design or installation.  

 Sunset Mesa - This site is located in one of the larger townships in western 

Colorado, on a commanding mesa. Being located near a State Police maintenance 

facility gives it a logistical maintenance advantage. The site is equipped with a light 

duty monopole tower. 

FE understands that OIT has initiated and is seeking to continue a project to replace 

approximately 25 radio towers over a period of 8 years with funding secured within each 

fiscal year. To date, funding is available to replace approximately 10 towers (groups A 

and B) and OIT is seeking funding for each year through fiscal year 2019 to replace 

another approximately 15 towers.  

FE visited locally owned DTRS sites at Gun Barrel, Horsetooth, Austin Bluffs, Cedar 

Heights, Calhan, Zone 6-Pueblo, Vail, East Vail, Wolcott, Black Ridge, and the Grand 

Junction Water Plant. These sites varied geographically from the urban core facility at 

Pueblo to the multiple mountaintop locations in Eagle County (Vail, Wolcott) and 

Horsetooth in Larimer County. We found each site to be well constructed using best 

practices, and generally following the industry standards of EIA-222 and R56 with no 

significant site issues identified. All sites had backup power present in the event of a loss 

of utility power.  

The following are specific comments for each of the locally owned DTRS sites visited: 

 Gun Barrel, Boulder County - This site is well constructed and has good security.  

 Horsetooth, Larimer County - This is an older site but we identified no substantial 

issues during the site survey. 

 Austin Bluffs, Pikes Peak Regional Communications Network (PPRCN) - This is a 

modern well-constructed site. The equipment appears well maintained. Overall site 

installation quality and engineering were excellent. 
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 Cedar Heights and Calhan, PPRCN - These sites primarily serve the Colorado 

Springs metro area, but are located on the outskirts of the City core. We observed 

that both are well built and maintained. The Cedar Heights system is especially 

robust with critical equipment powered by very high capacity DC battery banks, 

with generator back up.  

 Zone 6, Pueblo County - This core is integrated into the PSAP / EOC. The 

installation and maintenance is consistent with best industry practices. The site 

has superior connectivity and excellent security.  

 Wolcott and East Vail, Eagle County - Best practices were employed for the 

installation of these sites in the Eagle County / Vail area.  

 Vail “Telco”, Eagle County - This is a very well secured and engineered site.  

 Grand Junction “Black Ridge” and Water Plant, Grand Junction Regional 

Communications Network - Black Ridge is on a ridgeline overlooking the great 

majority of the county and city. It is a well-maintained and engineered site. The 

Water Plant site is very close to the city core, and the I-70 corridor. We noted no 

installation or engineering issues at either location.  

Finally, FE visited sites from systems other than DTRS including those at locations in the 

Lakewood, Arvada, and Denver systems. These sites provided sampling from the urban 

core facilities at Arvada and the Denver System (Station #2 Station #26) to the foothills 

location for Lakewood on Green Mountain. Each of the sites from systems other than 

DTRS were well constructed using best practices, and the industry standards of EIA-222 

and R56 were generally followed. All sites had backup power present in the event of a 

loss of utility power.  

The following are specific comments for each of the non-DTRS sites visited: 

 Green Mountain, Lakewood - This site is collocated with a broadcast company and 

sits atop a high ridgeline. We identified no significant site issues. 

 Denver Fire Stations #2 and #26, Denver - These sites are equipped with Harris 

EDACS analog, equipment. We identified no significant site issues. 

 Arvada City, Arvada – This site is a well-constructed concrete block that appears 

to have undergone numerous recent improvements. 
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3.9.3 Summary of Maintenance Status and Need 

Table 14 briefly describes the status and needs of the system maintenance: 

Table 14 – System Attribute: Maintenance 

System Attribute: Maintenance 

Current Status Need 

DTRS is generally well maintained and 

users, dispatchers, and management 

expressed general satisfaction on the 

topic. However, these same individuals 

reported uncertainty on the schedule and 

process for requesting and receiving 

maintenance on both infrastructure and 

subscriber equipment. In addition, FE 

found the representative sites surveyed to 

be well maintained.  

Existing standards for infrastructure and 

subscriber maintenance need periodic 

review to ensure that they completely and 

accurately describe the requirements for 

the type and frequency of maintenance 

performed for the various components. 

Where no standards exist, new 

maintenance standards are essential. 

Radio sites require continuing 

maintenance and funding for the 

replacement of towers as requested by 

OIT. 

 

3.10 DTRS Training and Exercises  

3.10.1 System Training Capabilities and Requirements  

As part of this report, FE provides the following analysis of field users, dispatchers, 

technical support survey results on DTRS training and exercises. This section addresses 

training while the subsequent section covers the topic of exercises.  

In 2010, the Consolidated Communications Network of Colorado developed a training 

program covering the technical background and operational use of DTRS. This program 

focused on improving user understanding of the basic operations of DTRS as well as the 

methods of interoperability provided by the system. The training material was available to 

all users of the system and currently resides on the state of Colorado’s Learning 

Management System website (www.co.train.org). The material is essentially unchanged 

since its launch in 2011. 

http://www.co.train.org/
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Local Agencies have offered and continue to offer additional training of users. 

Figure 50 illustrates the percentage of field users, dispatchers, and technical staff who 

feel their training on DTRS and its equipment is adequate. 

 

Figure 50 – Ratings on DTRS and equipment training 

Survey results show that at least 75% of survey participants in a field user, dispatcher, or 

technical support role feel their training on DTRS and its related equipment12 is adequate. 

Appendix K lists specific areas of system and/or radio operation training that field users 

described as necessary. Dispatchers’ specific areas of system and/or console operation 

training include a comprehensive overview of the DTRS, backroom electronics, modules 

available, and interoperability between systems (for example, Denver and FRCC) and the 

impact on operational decisions.  

                                            
12 This figure may seem to conflict with the statement regarding features that “only about half of field 
users and 70% of dispatchers feel that they know how to operate all of the system features available.” FE 
has, however, encountered similar survey results which have been further explored and found to mean 
that users feel well trained in the features that are critical to their daily operations but feel they do not 
know the full capabilities (beyond those required for completion of daily tasks) of their subscriber radio 
equipment or the system.  
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Those in a technical support role provided the following remarks on specific areas of 

system operations or maintenance where they feel they need training: 

 “I just would like a better understanding of Motorola’s software.” 

 “New simulcast equipment that will be part of our project but not for several 

months.” 

 “Interzone troubleshooting.” 

 “Factory Training on Microwave, fiber, all current radios and test equipment. We 

are hired with what training we have and don't get more, other than being self-

taught.” 

 “Better-qualified technicians and/or better training provided by State for 

maintenance personnel. Working relationship between state of Colorado and 

private maintenance companies.” 

Figure 51 highlights the preferred method to receive training, as reported by field users, 

dispatchers, and technical support. 

 

Figure 51 – Preferred method to receive training 
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At least 60% of field users, dispatchers, and technical support prefer instructor-led 

training. Because of different learning styles, some survey participants showed 

preference to web-based or video training. 

3.10.2 System Exercise Capabilities and Requirements  

The survey asked field users if they feel there are sufficient exercises that incorporate 

radio communications. Survey results show an even split among field users (50/50) on 

whether there are sufficient exercises that incorporate radio communications, as shown 

in Figure 52. 

 
Figure 52 – Field user response on radio communications exercises 

The majority of field users believe that other exercises should include radio 

communications. Appendix K provides field users’ comments on how to improve 

exercises to enhance their ability to use the radio system and/or radios and to enhance 

their ability to communicate with others outside of their normal work group. 

The survey asked dispatchers and technical support if they currently participate in 

exercises that include radio communications. Figure 53 illustrates the dispatcher and 

technical support participation in radio communications exercises. 
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Figure 53 – Dispatcher and technical support participation in radio 

communications exercises 

Survey results show that 60% of dispatchers and 67% of technical support staff 

participate in radio communications exercises. 

Dispatchers expressed the need for “real world” exercises more often. They stated that 

not releasing exercise information to the participants before the exercise would force them 

to think about solutions and what they would really do and not what their operational leads 

and managers tell them would work in a perfect world. 

Dispatchers also expressed the need for large-scale exercises such as HAZMAT, which 

usually have compressed timelines to facilitate getting the exercise done in a few hours. 

According to survey participants, proper communications by participating agencies are 

usually pushed aside to save time. They feel that, for the most part, communications are 

viewed as the least important part of exercises or are ignored due to agencies’ difficulty 

using DTRS in an interoperable situation. Dispatchers noted that this results in simply 

talking to each other face-to-face because it is easier. During incidents this results in 

disorganized communications because the agencies cannot or will not properly use the 

radios. They continued that training must stress proper communications as being as 

important as any other task during an exercise. 
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Those in a technical support capacity indicated that having more live training exercises, 

more often, would help to improve the ability to use the system and radios. Technical 

support staff also provided the following comments on ways to improve exercises, thereby 

improving the ability to use the system and radios: 

 “Force people to actually use all of the resources at their disposal and not just say 

what they might do. Make each person do a radio check on the proper resource. 

Make each person properly demonstrate following proper procedures for 

emergency communications. Introduce system failures so they have to use their 

backup communications.” 

 “There needs to be more user instructions on radio usage, but you need to find the 

users that care.” 

 “More physical exercises using actual system assets. Too many assumptions are 

made on tabletops to be effective; most I have seen will fail in real life situations. I 

personally get more out of live training, I always learn something new about an 

incident and its true needs this way.” 

 “All state specialists should have IC-100 to IC-400 and CUL training and participate 

in local and statewide drills and support any Incident Command teams (other than 

local) where radios are used across complex interfaces. Training should be cross-

organizational and the use of 'experts' outside of the 'team' should be sought out 

and deployed.” 

 “Currently we [Longmont Department of Public Safety] train regularly with our local 

hospital and school district. It would be nice to increase the number of agencies 

attending these trainings even if it was restricted to tabletop only.” 

The dispatchers and technical support staff that do not currently participate in the 

exercises expressed that it would be valuable to participate in exercises that include radio 

communications. 

3.10.3 Summary of Training and Exercise Status and Need 

Table 15 briefly describes the status and needs regarding Training and Exercises: 
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Table 15 – System Attribute: Training and Exercises 

System Attribute: Training and Exercises 

Current Status Need 

A majority of users reported satisfaction 

regarding the level of training received 

through statewide and local programs. 

Most users, dispatchers, and technical 

support personnel reported that they 

desire more regularly scheduled 

exercises. They also requested that 

exercises include a focus on 

communications.  

DTRS training should continue at its 

current levels and a statewide governance 

organization (such as PSCS or CCNC) 

should consider revising the online 

training material to reflect recent system 

developments. Exercises require 

expansion to include communications (for 

both field users and dispatchers) and at 

shorter intervals.  
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4. Existing Other Systems Assessment 

This section provides a summary assessment of public safety radio systems other than 

DTRS that exist in Colorado. The systems described in this section include:  

 Amateur Radio Emergency Services (ARES) 

 Boulder County 

 Chaffee County 

 Cherry Creek Schools 

 City of Arvada 

 City of Aurora 

 City of Boulder 

 City of Cortez 

 City and County of Denver 

 City of Lakewood 

 City of Westminster 

 Clear Creek, Evergreen Fire, and Gilpin County 

 Elk Creek Fire Protection District 

 Front Range Communications Consortium (FRCC) 

 Gunnison/Hinsdale 

 Park County 

 Pikes Peak Regional Communication Network (PPRCN) 

 State of Colorado Fire 

 Teller County 

 Ute Pass Regional Emergency Medical Services 

These are systems deployed at the municipal, countywide, or multi-countywide levels for 

the purposes of providing local communications operability. Many of these have also 

developed methods of interoperability with each other and with DTRS.  
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FE obtained the information in this section by requests made directly to representatives 

of these systems as well as from publically available sources such as FCC databases. 

When available, we also included in our descriptions of these systems, information 

gathered from the on-line survey as provided by users, dispatchers, technical support, 

and managers. In addition to the following overviews of the individual systems, 

Appendix L contains a matrix of the current interoperability capabilities and requirements 

of field users and dispatchers that primarily use systems other than DTRS. 

FE provides this information to report on these non-DTRS systems as they are and with 

the changes as reported by the representatives. We included no summaries of 

requirements for future expansions of these systems. 

4.1 Amateur Radio Emergency Services (ARES) 

ARES is a VHF amateur radio system divided into 9 regions and 29 districts across the 

state of Colorado that supports volunteer groups that assist in emergency preparedness 

and communications. Based on survey information collected by FE, the overall coverage 

and capacity of the system is adequate but the system needs infrastructure updates.  

4.2 Boulder County 

Boulder County implemented a VHF conventional and 700/800 MHz Motorola (version 

7.14) trunked, 20-site radio system to provide critical communications to public safety 

agencies within the County. The Boulder Sheriff’s Office, City of Boulder, City of 

Longmont and University of Colorado (CU) dispatch centers currently use a 10-channel 

700/800 MHz system and 25 VHF frequencies to provide critical communications to the 

following agencies: 

 Lafayette 

 Louisville 

 Erie 

 Nederland 

 Ward Marshalls 

 All County Fire with the exception of Boulder and Longmont 
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The 20-site radio system uses a mix of leased phone lines and a microwave backhaul 

network for connectivity between the communication sites. The system supports 

approximately 2,500 radio units. 

Boulder County currently connects to the DTRS for interoperability. The County is 

planning enhancements to the current infrastructure to expand the number of agencies 

served by the system, improve system features and reliability, and increase system 

capacity and coverage. Boulder County has plans to enhance current system coverage 

by adding two or more communication sites. 

Based on survey information collected by FE, mobile coverage is very good and portable 

outdoor coverage is adequate and meets most of their operational needs. In-building 

coverage is marginal and does not meet operational needs. The Boulder system has 

sufficient 700/800 MHz channel capacity and the City is seeking more VHF frequencies 

to increase capacity.  

The reliability of the system infrastructure is very good. The backhaul reliability is 

adequate. The ability for the City’s personnel to monitor the performance of the system is 

poor which decreases the overall reliability of the system.  

To achieve interoperability, the City of Boulder uses a variety of radio modes, cached 

radios, interoperability gateways, and console patches. Console patches are the 

preferred method of interoperability based on information collected from the survey. 

Implementing an ISSI Gateway would improve interoperability between the DTRS and 

other local systems. 

4.3 Chaffee County 

Chaffee County implemented a three-site, five-channel Motorola VHF analog radio 

system in 1995. Three dispatch consoles are a part of the system. The system provides 

critical communication capabilities to the Chaffee County Sheriff’s office and the Chaffee 

County Road and Bridge agency. A microwave backhaul network provides connectivity 

between the three sites. The system supports approximately 50+ subscribers units. 

Chaffee County uses console patches for interoperability purposes. At present, Chaffee 

County has no plans to enhance the infrastructure, coverage, or interoperability of the 

existing system. 
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Based on survey information collected by FE, mobile and portable radio users experience 

adequate coverage throughout the coverage area. Portable radio users cannot 

communicate with the dispatch center using the VHF system or DTRS in certain areas of 

the county. In these areas, a command system is set up to allow dispatch to communicate 

with field users. VHF base stations provide very good in-building coverage in specific 

buildings in Chaffee County. The system has sufficient capacity.  

The reliability of the overall system infrastructure is excellent. To achieve interoperability, 

agencies in Chaffee County use shared channels on the current system. A Chaffee 

County DTRS travel channel is also available to provide talkback capabilities to the 

dispatch center when roaming outside the service area but the County rarely uses this 

channel. 

4.4 Cherry Creek Schools 

Cherry Creek County Schools currently use a UHF MOTOTRBO™ with a connection to 

DTRS to provide additional coverage to the North Central Region and to buses traveling 

in the Denver Metropolitan area. Based on information collected from research, the 

Cherry Creek School District is equipped with approximately 15 repeated stations to 

provide mobile coverage to 2,000 licensed devices. 

Based on survey information collected by FE, mobile coverage is very good throughout 

the school district. In-building coverage is very good with the exception of some basement 

locations. BDA systems are under consideration as a method to assist in improving in-

building coverage. System capacity is adequate with occasional busies during severe 

weather conditions. 

The reliability of the overall system infrastructure is very good. The backhaul reliability is 

very good but to mitigate concern regarding the loss of backhaul, the survey responder 

mentioned the need for redundant network paths.  

To achieve interoperability, the Cherry Creek School District uses a variety of radio mode 

selections, a gateway, and console patches. Their most useful method of interoperability 

is a bridge for the MOTOTRBO™ channel to contact the MAC channel. An interoperability 

concern is gateway bridging adding communication delays. 
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4.5 City of Arvada 

The City of Arvada implemented a single site, eight-channel 800 MHz Harris P25 Phase 

2 (version SR10A) trunked radio system in 2013. Two dispatch centers located at the 

Arvada Police Department and Arvada Fire Protection District are part of the system. This 

system provides critical communication capabilities to approximately 550 subscribers 

from the following agencies: 

 Arvada Police 

 Arvada Public Works 

 Arvada Fire Protection District 

The City of Arvada shares the SR10A core equipment with the City of Lakewood and the 

City and County of Denver. An ISSI gateway provides connectivity between the City and 

the DTRS providing interoperability between the systems. The control points for the 

SR10A core are locations at 950 Josephine, Denver, and West Metro Fire in Lakewood. 

The City of Arvada will consider the possibility of upgrading their current system to 

enhance features, improve coverage, and enhance current system reliability. The City 

also has plans to participate in the future Jefferson County Regional Dispatch Center. 

Based on survey information collected by FE, mobile and portable outdoor coverage is 

very good and meets the majority of the City’s operational needs. In-building coverage is 

adequate and meets most of their operational needs. The City is planning to add a second 

site in the next 2 years to increase the overall system coverage. The City of Arvada has 

no capacity issues on the current system and rates capacity as excellent.  

The reliability of the system’s site power sources is excellent and the radio equipment 

and backhaul is very good according to the survey response. The ability to monitor the 

performance of the system, including backhaul and other equipment is adequate.  

To achieve interoperability, the City uses a variety of radio mode selections, ISSI 

interconnections, interoperability gateways, and console patches. The NetworkFirst® 

platform is a method of interoperability that is working very well for the City. The City 

reported a need to adjust to a smoother process for sharing P25 programming and site 

access between DTRS users and private systems as a method of improving 

interoperability. As agencies continue to own different vendor user equipment, 

interoperability with all platforms and current systems becomes even more critical. 
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4.6 City of Aurora 

The City of Aurora is in the process of implementing a new radio system to serve its fire, 

EMS, law enforcement, public works, and other local-government agencies. The new 

system will be a 20-channel, Project 25 800 MHz trunked radio system provided by 

Motorola. Because of this new system implementation, we did not assess user 

satisfaction with the current system. 

4.7 City of Boulder 

The City of Boulder utilizes a multiple site, VHF conventional analog voting system to 

provide critical communications for police, fire, and EMS personnel. Based on survey 

information collected by FE, mobile coverage is excellent and portable outdoor and in-

building coverage is very good. Since narrowbanding the system, there has been a 

coverage reduction. The City is in the process of moving repeater equipment to different 

locations in an attempt to regain the lost coverage. Channel capacity of the existing 

system is very good and users rarely experience any busies. The City is currently 

upgrading equipment that will result in a digital-ready infrastructure for future systems. 

To achieve interoperability with local agencies; the City of Boulder uses shared VHF 

channels with the Boulder County Sheriff’s Office, the University of Colorado Public 

Safety Department, and the public safety agencies in Louisville, Lafayette, and Erie on a 

daily basis. The City plans to implement permanent patches between the City’s VHF 

channels and selected DTRS, allowing interoperability with neighboring DTRS users. 

4.8 City of Cortez 

The City of Cortez is equipped with a dual band communication system that provides 

critical communications to law enforcement, fire, and EMS agencies located in the City. 

Law enforcement agencies use the 800 MHz DTRS. The City’s fire and EMS agencies 

utilize a five-repeater VHF system. 

Mobile and portable outdoor coverage is marginal and does not meet all operational 

needs. The area between mile marker 14.5 and 45 on Highway 145 has little to no 

coverage on either communications system. An area east of Highway 160 on County 

Road G also has no coverage for approximately 15 miles. In-door coverage is marginal 

with stores such as Walmart, City Market, and the hospital being the buildings of primary 

concern. Channel capacity is adequate with the system having occasional busies. 
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Specific channel capacity problems occur when the pivot-point RF site experiences 

performance issues. 

Reliability of the system is marginal and often has issues. Users experience trouble with 

the Ute Mountain site going down, causing major issues with coverage. 

City agencies currently achieve interoperability via repeating transmissions 

verbally/manually. A concern about the current interoperability method is convincing 

agencies to leave their own channel and communicate with agencies directly on other 

channels. 

4.9 City and County of Denver  

The City and County of Denver implemented an 800 MHz Harris EDACS® (version SR10) 

20-channel trunked, seven-site simulcast radio system in 2008. The Denver County 

facility, the Denver 911 Communications Center, and the Recovery Operations Center 

(ROC) are the three dispatch centers that provide critical communication capabilities to 

the City and County of Denver along with numerous other agencies. Controlling the 

800 MHz Harris EDACS® system are high-availability, geographically redundant control 

points located at the Denver 911 facility and in the City of Lakewood, Colorado. The 

system consists of Harris MASTR® III stations at each of the seven sites and a microwave 

backhaul network used for connectivity between the simulcast sites. The system supports 

approximately 3,500 radio units. 

The City and County of Denver share the SR10A core equipment with the City of Arvada, 

and the City of Lakewood providing interoperability between the cities. In addition, an ISSI 

gateway provides connectivity between the SR10A core and the DTRS, providing 

interoperability among the systems. 

The City and County of Denver are planning a move to a new Public Safety Answering 

Point (PSAP) in mid to late 2016 and upgrading the existing system to a Project 25 system 

in 2018. They are considering implementing P25 Phase 2 for additional system capacity. 

With the planned upgrade in 2018, the City and County will evaluate changes in coverage 

and consider additional sites to their seven-site infrastructure to improve system 

coverage. 

Based on survey information collected by FE, mobile and portable outdoor coverage is 

satisfactory. New building developments around the Denver area may affect the existing 

overall coverage experienced by the system users. In-building coverage is adequate and 
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meets most of the operational needs. The survey did note that current building code 

requires the use of Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS) for new and remodeled buildings 

above a specific size to ensure RF coverage within the building. The City and County of 

Denver have no issues with channel capacity on the current system.  

The reliability of the system infrastructure is very good according to the survey response 

but some issues are beginning to develop due to the age of the existing equipment. The 

City and County of Denver are evaluating the system to determine methods to correct 

reliability issues related to aging equipment. The survey responder also has concerns 

about the system’s reliability due to the access issues related to remote locations for 

maintenance and leased site maintenance versus City/County owned site maintenance.  

To achieve interoperability, the City and County use a variety of radio modes, cached 

radios, ISSI Interconnections, interoperability gateways, and console patches. Console 

patches and the interoperability gateways are the preferred method of interoperability 

based on information collected from the survey while the overall ISSI design and 

implementation is an area of concern. 

4.10 City of Lakewood 

The City of Lakewood implemented a two-site, 21-channel 800 MHz Harris P25 (version 

SR10) radio system in 2011. Three dispatch centers are part of the system. The system 

provides critical communication capabilities to the following agencies: 

 City of Lakewood 

 West Metro Fire 

 Wheat Ridge 

 National Renewable Energy Labs 

 Federal Protective Service (FPS) 

 Red Rocks Community College 

 Wheat Ridge Fire 

 Rural Metro Ambulance 

 Several Police Department task forces 
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The system consists of Harris MASTR® V stations at both sites and a microwave backhaul 

network for connectivity between the sites. 

The City of Lakewood shares the SR10A core equipment with the City of Arvada and the 

City and County of Denver providing interoperability between the cities. An ISSI gateway 

provides connectivity between the SR10A core and the DTRS, providing interoperability 

between the systems.  

The City of Lakewood has plans to upgrade the existing infrastructure to P25 Phase 2 to 

expand capacity and to upgrade to Next Generation dispatch consoles to enhance the 

current system infrastructure. Along with these upgrades, the City has plans to add one 

additional multicast site to the existing two-site system to enhance coverage. Discussions 

are also underway for the City’s police and fire departments to join the future Jefferson 

County Regional Dispatch Center. 

Based on survey information collected by FE, mobile and portable outdoor coverage is 

very good. Jefferson County Jail and Rooney Road are areas where mobile coverage is 

inadequate. In-building coverage is very good with the exception of large commercial 

buildings and some schools. Bi-Directional Amplifiers (BDA) are planned to improve in-

building coverage. The current system capacity is very good and users rarely experience 

system busies. Occasional interference causes the reduction of channel availability. 

Adding a new site at North Table Mountain will increase channel capacity for users in that 

area. 

The reliability of the overall system infrastructure is very good. Wild fires in the area and 

long-term sustainability of the system are areas of concern.  

To achieve interoperability, Lakewood uses a variety of radio modes, interoperability 

gateways, and console patches. NetworkFirst® interconnection and cross-programmed 

radios are the preferred methods of interoperability. ISSI interconnection testing between 

Lakewood and other communication systems will enhance current interoperability when 

completed. 

4.11 City of Westminster 

The City of Westminster recently implemented an 800 MHz P25 Phase 2 Airbus DS 

Communications, 10-channel, three-site simulcast communication system with Avtech 

dispatch consoles to provide critical communications to approximately 800 mobile and 

portable users. Coverage is adequate and meets most of the operational needs. 
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Coverage during the transport of prisoners to Adams County jail in Brighton is a concern. 

An ISSI connection to the Front Range Communication Consortium (FRCC) system 

partially resolved this coverage issue by interconnecting the two systems in such a way 

that they act as coverage extensions of each other. In-building coverage is adequate but 

hospitals and larger facilities have poor in-building coverage. 

To achieve interoperability with other entities, Westminster uses a gateway 

interconnection and verbally/manual repeats transmissions. NetworkFirst® channels are 

available for interoperability purposes but dispatchers and users have issues with volume 

control. 

4.12 Clear Creek County, Gilpin County, and Evergreen Fire 

Clear Creek County, Gilpin County, and Evergreen Fire share a VHF multi-site voting 

communications system to provide critical communications to multiple county and city 

agencies. Mobile and portable coverage is adequate and meets most of the operational 

needs. Users in areas of mountainous terrain and within canyons experience poor 

coverage. The following list identifies areas of poor coverage based on survey 

information: 

 Pinecliffe Area 

 Areas west of Rollinsville to the East Portal 

 Lower areas of Boulder County Road 68, near Gross Reservoir 

 Siton Road 

 Witter Gulch 

 Interstate 70 in Floyd Hill 

 Highway 74 in Kittredge 

In-building coverage is adequate with the exception of large commercial facilities and 

schools. Channel capacity is adequate and users only experience occasional busies 

during normal operation. However, when there is a major emergency, users may 

experience a number of busies on the system. 

The reliability of the system infrastructure is very good and there are rarely issues. 

Occasional power outages and lightning strikes cause temporary outages but there is a 

maintenance contract with a radio repair shop that includes 24/7 emergency response.  
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To achieve interoperability, the three entities use console patches and shared system 

channels. Agencies in nearby Jefferson County utilize DTRS user radios. Command staff 

carries multiband radios to assist when responding to mutual aid incidents. Currently 

Gilpin and Boulder County dispatch centers bridge VHF channels and selected DTRS 

talkgroups for enhanced interoperability. 

4.13 Elk Creek Fire Protection District 

The Elk Creek Fire Protection District operates a four-site VHF system with approximately 

100 mobile and portable users. According to survey information collected by FE, mobile 

and outdoor coverage is excellent. Indoor coverage is excellent and users have coverage 

inside all buildings within the district. Channel capacity is excellent and the current system 

is never busy. Elk Creek FPD is exploring an expansion with agencies in western 

Jefferson County to create a single VHF dispatch channel to provide enhanced coverage 

north of I-70 into Douglas County. 

4.14 Front Range Communications Consortium (FRCC) 

FRCC is a 700/800 MHz, Project 25 joint communications radio system developed to 

support user agencies in Adams, Weld, and Broomfield counties. The system 

configuration comprises these 10 subsystems: 

 Adams County Simulcast – 4-sites, 12-channels, 700 MHz 

 Weld County Simulcast – 3-sites, 12-channels, 800 MHz 

 Raymer – 1-site, 3-channels, 800 MHz 

 Grover – 1-site, 4-channels, 800 MHz 

 Nunn – 1-site, 5-channels, 800 MHz 

 Broomfield – 1-site, 5-channels, 700 MHz 

 Bennett – 1-site, 5-channels, 700 MHz 

 Hoyt – 5-sites, 5-channels, 700 MHz 

 Fort Lupton – 1-site, 9-channels, 700 MHz 

 Keensburg – 1-site, 6-channels, 700 MHz  
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Based on survey information collected by FE, mobile and portable outdoor coverage is 

adequate and meets most of the operational needs. In-building coverage is adequate and 

there are plans to convert additional eastern sites to simulcast to improve the overall 

coverage of the system. Channel capacity is very good and users of the FRCC network 

rarely experience system busies.  

The reliability of the system infrastructure, power, and backhaul network is very good 

according to the survey response.  

To achieve interoperability, the FRCC system uses a variety of radio modes, ISSI 

interconnections, interoperability gateways, and console patches. The ISSI connection 

between FRCC and the City works well. Future ISSI interconnections between the FRCC 

and DTRS, as well as between the FRCC and Denver Metro Harris Systems, are under 

consideration. These would allow for interoperability capabilities between the systems. 

4.15 Gunnison/Hinsdale 

Hinsdale County currently uses a three-site VHF communications system to provide RF 

coverage to approximately 125 mobile and portable users throughout the County. Based 

on survey information collected by FE, mobile coverage is adequate with Taylor Park and 

Monarch Pass as areas known to have coverage problems. Outdoor portable coverage 

is marginal. Users experience inadequate portable outdoor coverage when traveling more 

than two miles outside of the City of Gunnison. In-building coverage is poor and does not 

meet the operational needs of public safety users. Capacity of the system is adequate 

and users experience occasional busies on the system.  

Overall reliability of the system is very good. Dispatch console patches and shared 

channels are current methods of interoperability. Shared channels provide an adequate 

method of interoperability and are the preferred method of interoperability. Console 

patches are the less preferred method. 

4.16 Park County 

Park County operates a four-site VHF communication system to provide critical 

communications to its public safety agencies. Based on survey information collected by 

FE, mobile coverage and outdoor portable coverage is adequate. In-building coverage is 

adequate and meets most of their operational needs. Channel capacity is adequate on 
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the current system. Dispatcher skill sets vary and can cause delays, user confusion, and 

occasional busy channels on the system. 

System reliability is adequate with occasional outages. The County achieves 

interoperability by using shared channels and radio swaps. Shared channels are the 

preferred method of interoperability in Park County. 

4.17 Pikes Peak Regional Communication Network (PPRCN) 

FE bases the information for this section on the 2013 Functional and Lifecycle Audit 

Report provided by the PPRCN.  

The PPRCN operates a Project 25 800 MHz Motorola ASTRO25® system that supports 

5,500 users across 70+ agencies throughout the El Paso County region. The 13-site 

system covers the 2,100 square mile region. The system comprises equipment with 

varying lifespans and delivers the capacity required for a public safety grade of service. 

The number of channels at each site range from 6 to 13 channels. Redundancy is a part 

of the fault tolerant design to ensure high reliability.  

A direct connection between the PPRCN master site controller (known on DTRS as 

“Zone 4”) and the other master site controllers in DTRS integrates the PPRCN into the 

larger DTRS network. An agreement between PPRCN and CCNC made this connection 

possible. Under the agreement, PPRCN has the ability to break the connection at its 

discretion and users that are not native to PPRCN (i.e., those DTRS users that travel into 

El Paso County) are limited to using only selected mutual-aid talkgroups.  

The strategic direction recommended in the 2013 Functional and Lifecycle Audit Report 

involves the implementation of additional base station sites, repeaters, and simulcast 

technology. Simulcast technology is very effective for improving radio system coverage 

within the PPRCN coverage area. The channel efficiency provided with a simulcast 

architecture would free up radio channels for use at the new sites required to improve the 

service in various parts of El Paso County. A phased system implementation would allow 

distribution of capital investments over a period of 3 to 5 years. FE understands that 

PPRCN is still investigating the feasibility of implementing these recommendations.  

PPRNC recently participated in the upgrade of DTRS to Motorola’s platform release 7.14 

(completed early in 2015), however, PPRCN paid for its portion of the upgrade without 

financial assistance from the state of Colorado. 
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Mobile and portable outdoor coverage is very good and meets the majority of the daily 

operational needs. In-door coverage is adequate and meets most of the daily operational 

requirements. Channel capacity is very good and users rarely experience busies.  

Reliability of the system is adequate and there are only occasional interruptions of 

service. Dispatch console patches are the method used to achieve interoperability with 

Northeast Teller County Fire and Ute Pass Ambulance service.  

4.18 State of Colorado VHF Fire and Mutual Aid 

The state of Colorado Fire and Mutual Aid system is a 218-site, VHF communication 

system that provides critical communication to public safety agencies across the state of 

Colorado. The VHF frequencies used in this system are a mix of repeaters,  fixed bases, 

and mobile-to-mobile channels deployed and licensed to support regional fire efforts as 

well as selected national, non-federal mutual aide channels such as VFIRE21, VMED28, 

and VLAW31. Appendix M provides an illustration of the locations of the repeaters and 

bases in the system, along with their corresponding frequencies.  

According to user survey data, mobile and portable coverage is marginal and does not 

meet many of the operational needs. The majority of the operational area consists of rural 

and wilderness environments that may require vehicular repeaters to provide additional 

coverage. In-building coverage is marginal and many metal buildings and basements 

prevent users from communicating with their portable radios. Channel capacity is 

adequate and system users experience only occasional busies on the system. 

Reliability and interoperability of the overall system are adequate and meet most of the 

operational needs of users of these channels. Users of this system achieve 

interoperability through shared radios, shared channels, and dispatch console patching. 

4.19 Teller County  

In 2006, Teller County implemented a VHF/UHF communications system with four 

primary sites and two backup sites. The system uses a mixture of Daniels, Kenwood, and 

Motorola base stations. The Teller County Sheriff Office (TSCO) dispatch center is part 

of the system. The system provides critical communication capabilities to approximately 

50 TCSO users and 50 Teller County Public Works (TCPW) users. Teller County currently 

utilizes a conventional analog simulcast system to support TSCO users and a 
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conventional analog system to support TCPW users. A microwave network interconnects 

these sites. 

Teller County has system interconnections with all fire, EMS, and law enforcement 

agencies within Teller County. The County also has a system interconnection with the 

DTRS allowing for interoperability between the two systems.  

Teller County has no plans to upgrade their current infrastructure. 

Based on survey information collected by FE, mobile coverage is adequate and outdoor 

portable coverage is marginal. Survey responses identified the following locations as 

having marginal coverage: 

 North Western portion of Florissant Fire District  

 Pike National Forest 

 Longwater and Metberry Gulch 

 Colorado Mountain Estates 

 Western area of Mueller State Park 

 Dome Rock State Wildlife Area 

 State Highway 67 between Divide and Cripple Creek 

In-building coverage is marginal and does not meet operational needs. Survey responses 

specifically mentioned multiple structures along Highway 24 corridor and casinos in 

Cripple Creek where in-building coverage is poor. One survey participant reported that 

radio frequency interference is elevated in the casinos due to the emissions of the gaming 

machines and this causes in-building communication issues. Channel capacity is 

adequate but the system does occasionally have congestion issues during larger 

incidents or multiple concurrent incidents in Teller County. 

The overall reliability of the system infrastructure is adequate. Based on survey 

information, high winds and lightning strikes are the main issues that affect system 

reliability. Difficulty accessing sites powered only by solar chargers is also an issue.  

To achieve interoperability, Teller County uses a variety of radio modes, cache radios, 

interoperability gateways, and console patches. Interoperability with Woodland Park 

Police Department is an issue because Woodland Park PD uses DTRS and the rest of 

the County uses the VHF system.  
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4.20 Ute Pass Regional Emergency Medical Services 

The Ute Pass Regional EMS system is a five-site, VHF MOTOTRBO™ communication 

system that provides critical communications to approximately 250 EMS users. Based on 

survey information collected by FE, mobile coverage is very good and meets the majority 

of user needs. Outdoor and in-building portable coverage is adequate and meets most of 

their operational needs.  

The Ute Pass EMS system uses shared channels for interoperability with multiple local 

agencies. 

4.21 Walsh Ambulance Service 

Walsh Ambulance Service uses an 800 MHz conventional and UHF Digital Mobile Radio 

(DMR) communications system that provides critical communications to approximately 

91 users. Mobile radio coverage is adequate and meets most of their operational needs. 

Portable radio coverage is marginal and does not meet their operational needs. Portable 

radios that receive pages and calls have inadequate coverage in vehicles and on the 

street. The area of Eastern Baca County has poor mobile and portable radio coverage. 

System capacity is adequate and the users experience only occasional busies on the 

system with the exception being large events. 

The County of Baca owns the system, which Walsh Fire and EMS also share. System 

reliability is poor and the system frequently has issues. This system has no backup power 

system, which results in a system outage when the site experiences commercial power 

disruptions. 

Shared channels provide interoperability between Walsh Ambulance Service and multiple 

agencies in and around the local area. Currently there is a need to interoperate with 

Stanton County and Morton County hospitals and EMS. 

4.22 Other Systems with No Information Provided 

FE received no survey participation or responses to Requests for Information (RFI) for 

the systems listed below:  

 Elbert County Detention Center 

 Evraz Pueblo Plant 
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 San Miguel County 

 State of Colorado Eleven Mile State Park 

 Upper Pine River Fire Prevention Department 

4.23 Interoperability in Other Systems  

As noted above, Appendix L contains a matrix of the interoperability capabilities and 

requirements of field users and dispatchers who primarily use systems other than DTRS. 
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5. Existing Interoperability Initiatives 

This section describes the three main interoperability initiatives in use in the state of 

Colorado. They are: 

 DTRS “MAC Channels” 

 NetworkFirst® 

 Inter-RF-SubSystem Interface (ISSI) 

While the DTRS MAC Channels are limited to being a method of interoperability only 

within DTRS, there are discussions about expanding their implementation (through 

various technological means) beyond DTRS. NetworkFirst® and ISSI inherently extend 

interoperability between DTRS and other systems. 

It is important to note, that other local or regional interoperability initiatives facilitate 

interoperability between shared systems. These initiatives involve console patches, 

gateways, swapped radios, and even manual dispatcher repeat of conversations between 

systems. Section 3.4.1 describes these methods and Appendices F and L provide matrix 

formats of these methods with details of their implementation. 

5.1 Mutual Aid Channel (MAC) Talkgroups  

Mutual Aid Channel (MAC) talkgroups are DTRS talkgroups that are regionally available 

for use to agencies operating in designated geographic areas. These talkgroups enable 

interoperable communications between disparate users. Four mutual aid talkgroups 

assigned to each of CCNC’s five geographic areas throughout Colorado facilitate multi-

agency coordination. Table 16 defines the regions, participating counties, talkgroups, and 

their operational use.  
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Table 16 – MAC talkgroups 

Region 
Participating 

Counties 
Talkgroups Operational Use 

Metro 

Adams 

Arapahoe 

Boulder 

Broomfield  

Clear Creek 

Denver  

Douglas  

Elbert 

Gilpin 

Jefferson 

MAC 1 MET 

For inter-regional mutual aid 

communications and designated 

contact channel for roaming user 

MAC 2 MET 
Used by fire agencies for mutual aid 

coordination and communications 

MAC 3 MET 

Used by law enforcement agencies 

for mutual aid coordination and 

communications 

MAC 4 MET 
Used by EMS agencies for mutual 

aid coordination and communications 

Northeast 

Cheyenne 

Kit Carson 

Larimer 

Lincoln 

Logan 

Morgan 

Phillips 

Sedgwick 

Washington 

Weld  

Yuma 

MAC 5 NE 

For inter-regional mutual aid 

communications and designated 

contact channel for roaming user 

MAC 6 NE 
Used by fire agencies for mutual aid 

coordination and communications 

MAC 7 NE 

Used by law enforcement agencies 

for mutual aid coordination and 

communications 

MAC 8 NE 
Used by EMS agencies for mutual 

aid coordination and communications 

Southeast 

Baca 

Bent  

Chaffee 

Crowley 

Custer  

El Paso 

Fremont 

Huerfano 

Kiowa 

Lake 

MAC 9 SE 

For inter-regional mutual aid 

communications and designated 

contact channel for roaming user 

MAC 10 SE 
Used by fire agencies for mutual aid 

coordination and communications 

MAC 11 SE 

Used by law enforcement agencies 

for mutual aid coordination and 

communications 
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Region 
Participating 

Counties 
Talkgroups Operational Use 

Las Animas 

Otero  

Park  

Powers 

Pueblo  

Teller 

MAC 12 SE 
Used by EMS agencies for mutual 

aid coordination and communications 

Southwest 

Alamosa 

Archuleta 

Conejos 

Costilla 

Delores  

Delta 

Gunnison 

Hinsdale  

La Plata 

Mineral 

Montezuma 

Montrose 

Ouray  

Rio Grande 

Saguache 

San Juan 

San Miguel 

MAC 13 SW 

For inter-regional mutual aid 

communications and designated 

contact channel for roaming user 

MAC 14 SW 
Used by fire agencies for mutual aid 

coordination and communications 

MAC 15 SW 

Used by law enforcement agencies 

for mutual aid coordination and 

communications 

MAC 16 SW 
Used by EMS agencies for mutual 

aid coordination and communications 

Northwest 

Eagle 

Garfield 

Grand 

Jackson 

Mesa  

Moffat  

Pitkin 

Rio Blanco 

Routt 

Summit 

MAC 17 NW 

For inter-regional mutual aid 

communications and designated 

contact channel for roaming user 

MAC 18 NW 
Used by fire agencies for mutual aid 

coordination and communications 

MAC 19 NW 

Used by law enforcement agencies 

for mutual aid coordination and 

communications 

MAC 20 NW 
Used by EMS agencies for mutual 

aid coordination and communications 
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Region 
Participating 

Counties 
Talkgroups Operational Use 

Statewide All counties MAC 21 

Used for intra-state mutual aid 

coordination and communications 

and available for use when no other 

Mutual Aid Talkgroups are available 

There are also specific MAC talkgroups available on a regional basis for emergency 

medical and trauma purposes (the “EMS MACs”) as well as for county health department 

usage (the “CHD MACs”).  

The CCNC’s Standard Operational Procedure contains general purposes and rules of 

use for all MAC talkgroups.  

5.2 NetworkFirst®  

NetworkFirst® is an interoperability initiative implemented by the North Central Region’s 

(NCR) All Hazards Committee’s Communications Subcommittee. The North Central 

Region’s participants and the users of the NetworkFirst® talkgroups include: 

 Aurora/Glendale 

 Adams County 

 Arapahoe County 

 Boulder County 

 Broomfield County 

 City and County of Denver 

 Douglas County 

 Elbert County 

 Jefferson County 

 And state agencies 

NetworkFirst®, implemented in 2005, received funding from a combination of Federal 

Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI) and other grants. Funding from Federal Public 

Safety Interoperable Communications (PSIC) grants made an upgrade possible in 2008. 
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Harris Corporation manufactures the NetworkFirst® gateways that contain distributed 

Universal Audio Cards (UACs). The UACs collect audio from various radio systems and 

bring them into the gateways. The gateways bridge them together then route them back 

to the UACs for rebroadcast to the various radio systems. 

The interconnected systems currently include those from the City and County of Denver, 

DTRS, Lakewood, Arvada, Aurora, Denver International Airport (DIA), Boulder County 

(VHF), and the Federal “IO” system (a collection of VHF channels). Discussions are in 

progress to expand NetworkFirst® and interconnect the system used by Clear Creek, 

Gilpin, and Evergreen Fire.  

The interconnections bridge a number of discipline-specific talkgroups and, in the case of 

conventional systems, channels across four regions. The intersections of I-70 and I-25 

define the four regions: Northwest (NW); Northeast (NE); Southwest (SW); and Southeast 

(SE). Table 17 lists the NetworkFirst® talkgroups. 

Table 17 – NetworkFirst® talkgroups 

Talkgroup Name and Number NetworkFirst® Use 

Gold (2 - spanning all regions) Command/Control 

Blue (4 - one for each region) Police (NW, NE, SW, SE) 

Red (4 - one for each region) Fire (NW, NE, SW, SE) 

Silver (1 - spanning all regions) 
State-Local Interoperability 

(Aurora/Glendale/CSP) 

Gray (1 - spanning all regions) 
Federal-Local Interoperability (US 

Marshall/FBI) 

Green (2 - spanning all regions) EMS 

MetroNet (1 – spanning all regions) Dispatch Center to Dispatch Center 

Because these talkgroup interconnections are “always on”, there is no set-up or 

knockdown process. They are generally first-come-first-serve but they can be reserved 

for special, pre-planned incidents. Users can reserve the talkgroups by contacting the 

City and County of Denver and/or the State’s OIT. 

As an example, transmissions of a user on Blue NW talkgroup on the Denver system go 

out on the Blue NW talkgroups on the DTRS, Lakewood, Arvada, Aurora, DIA, trunked 
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systems as well as on dedicated VHF conventional channels on the Boulder County 

(VHF) and the Federal “IO” systems.  

Other than the MetroNet talkgroup, dispatch centers do not routinely monitor the 

NetworkFirst® talkgroups and dispatch centers cannot patch these talkgroups to other 

talkgroups on their “home” system.  

 Figure 54 shows the NetworkFirst® interoperability paths. 
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Figure 54 – NetworkFirst® interoperability paths 

The migration from NetworkFirst® gateways to ISSI gateways has begun. An initial 

migration of four talkgroups (MetroNet, Gold 1, Gold 2, and Green 2) occurred in early 

2015. The ISSI gateways used for this interconnection were an initiative of the North 

Central Region funded by Homeland Security and UASI grants. 
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A Harris StarGateTM bridge interconnects the systems of Denver, Lakewood, Arvada, 

Aurora, and DIA. The StarGateTM bridge also connects to a Harris ISSI gateway that 

connects to a Motorola ISSI gateway allowing access to DTRS. There are UACs that 

interconnect the StarGateTM bridge to the VHF conventional channels on the Boulder 

County (VHF), Clear Creek and Gilpin, and the Federal “IO” systems. 

There have been discussions to add the DTRS Mutual Aid Channel (MAC) talkgroups to 

NetworkFirst®, either through the NetworkFirst® gateways or through ISSI. As described, 

the DTRS MAC talkgroups are special-purpose, Mutual Aid talkgroups used regionally on 

DTRS. They are primarily discipline specific and they are available for use by all DTRS 

users. To date, adding these talkgroups to NetworkFirst® has not been viewed as 

functionally viable because all Denver PD and many Denver FD radios are capable of 

operating directly on DTRS’ MAC talkgroups and creating MAC talkgroups on the Denver, 

Lakewood, Arvada, Aurora, and DIA systems would require reprogramming of all of their 

radios 

5.3 Inter-RF Subsystem Interface (ISSI) 

5.3.1 ISSI Technical Background 

An Inter-RF-Subsystem Interface (ISSI) gateway is a special type of gateway that can 

interconnect systems that support the APCO Project 25 standard. ISSI gateways can 

carry both audio and a limited set of signaling between the users of the shared talkgroups 

that it interconnects. ISSI can only interconnect Project-25-compliant systems.  

Interconnecting two systems requires two ISSI gateways. The manufacturer of the radio 

system provides the ISSI gateway for that system. The signaling exchanged between the 

ISSI gateways that interconnect the systems is capable of supporting the following 

features:  

 Caller ID 

 Group calls (confirmed and unconfirmed) 

 Encrypted calls 

 Emergency call 

 Roaming with automatic unit registration/deregistration 

 Roaming with automatic group registration/deregistration 
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 Performance monitoring 

 Real-time and historical call activity logs 

Note that the signaling specification for ISSI allows the gateways of various 

manufacturers to support these features; however, manufacturers of radio systems may 

choose to implement some or all of the features from this previous list. ISSI gateways are 

“sized to provide interconnections to varying number of other systems. When two or more 

ISSI gateways are interconnected, each is assigned as a “home gateway” to some portion 

of the talkgroups and the user radio IDs that will be allowed to communicate between the 

two interconnected systems. 

The implementation of home gateway assignment does not allow interconnection of more 

than two ISSI gateways in a “chain” or “ring” fashion. This creates two possible 

interconnection topologies for interconnections of three or more systems via ISSI 

gateways. The first is a “mesh” in which each ISSI gateway is connected to all of the other 

ISSI gateways for the interconnected system. The obvious disadvantage to 

interconnecting three or more systems in this way is the large number of interconnections 

required; however, the advantage is that each system retains control over the IDs and 

talkgroups that are home-assigned to it (i.e., retention of system administration 

autonomy). 

The second alternative for interconnecting three or more systems via ISSI gateways is a 

hub-and-spoke method in which one (and only one) ISSI gateway holds full home-

assignment authority for all IDs and talkgroups that will communicate between the various 

systems. The obvious advantage to interconnecting three or more systems in this way is 

the minimal number of interconnections required. However, the disadvantage is that one 

system has home-assignment control of all the IDs and talkgroups that will roam between 

the interconnected systems.  

5.3.2 ISSI in Colorado 

As noted, there are five systems in the state of Colorado equipped with ISSI gateways. 

They are: 

 DTRS whose ISSI gateway (provided by Motorola) is currently equipped with two 

possible interconnections, one of which is connected to the Denver system; the 

other is unused 
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 Denver whose ISSI gateway (provided by Harris) is currently equipped with one 

interconnection to DTRS  

 FRCC whose ISSI gateway (provided by Motorola) is currently equipped with three 

possible interconnections, one of which is connected to the Westminster system 

 Westminster whose ISSI (provided by Airbus DS) gateway is currently equipped 

with one interconnection to FRCC 

 Aurora whose ISSI gateway (provided by Motorola) is currently equipped with one 

interconnection which is currently not connected to any other system  

NOTE: The number of interconnections supported by an ISSI gateway can typically be 

expanded beyond the number initially provided by the vendor.  

The ISSI interconnection between DTRS and Denver primarily supports the 

interconnection of the NetworkFirst® talkgroups previously described. The 

interconnection between the ISSI gateways of these two systems is via a leased T1 

circuit. In this configuration, units to do not roam between DTRS and the Denver radio 

systems but, instead, the ISSI interconnection supports direct conversations between 

those units (on their native system) via shared NetworkFirst® talkgroups.  

As noted, selected conventional channels from the Boulder County system and the Clear 

Creek and Gilpin systems are also interconnected to the NetworkFirst® talkgroups. This 

is accomplished by a gateway that interfaces these systems to the StarGateTM bridge 

shared by Denver, Lakewood, and Arvada, then further interfaced to the NetworkFirst® 

talkgroups that are shared using ISSI. At the time of this report, the Federal “IO” system 

is being implemented into this same StarGateTM bridge and there remain available 

interfaces to support additional interfaces to other conventional (non-Project-25) systems 

such as local VHF channels. 

The ISSI interconnection between FRCC and Westminster primarily supports the roaming 

of units from one system to the other. The interconnection between the ISSI gateways of 

these two systems is also via a leased T1 circuit. This addresses operational situations 

such as the transport of prisoners from Weld County to Westminster in which Weld County 

personnel leave the coverage of FRCC and enter the coverage of the Westminster 

system but retain the ability to converse with dispatchers and users that remain on FRCC.  
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There have been initial discussions about establishing an ISSI interconnection between 

DTRS and FRCC. This interconnection is pending the FRCC’s completion of prerequisite 

interconnection agreements to allow it to establish the necessary connection to DTRS.  

Figure 55 is a graphical summary of the current implementation of ISSI in Colorado:  

 

Figure 55 – Current ISSI implementation in Colorado 

There are also ISSI gateways that are part of the statewide public safety radio systems 

in neighboring Wyoming, Kansas, and Utah. There have been some initial discussions 

between representatives of Colorado and those states to determine the operational need 

and technical viability of interconnecting the statewide systems via ISSI.  
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6. DTRS Upgrade Recommendations 

This section provides recommendations and costs to address the requirements for DTRS 

as identified in Section 3. Table 18 lists those requirements, as summarized in each 

subsection of Section 3, and groups them in categories of critical, high, and medium 

importance: 

Table 18 – Summary of DTRS requirements 

DTRS Requirements 

DTRS Attribute Identified Need 

Critical Priority 

Coverage 

DTRS’ coverage requirement should be developed and the system 

should be expanded with additional sites to address the user-identified 

coverage gaps, mainly in the western part of the state. 

Backhaul 

Improvements to the backhaul network of DTRS are essential. These 

include the replacement of the current topology, technology, and 

equipment with highly reliable modern technology that incorporates 

ring architecture (not spurs), and has the bandwidth necessary to meet 

anticipated growth. 

Equipment and 

System 

Lifecycle  

DTRS should be kept up-to-date with Motorola’s equipment and 

system-release lifecycle plan. This involves replacing existing Gold 

Elite consoles by 2018, Quantar® repeaters as possible (before end –

of-support in 2020), and completing a further platform upgrade within 

the next 1 to 4 years.  

High Priority 

Interoperability 

DTRS should continue to provide the same high-level of 

interoperability available to users for daily communications. The 

methods to provide interoperability between DTRS and other systems 

(mainly ISSI) should be further developed to meet specified 

operational needs through supportive governance and, as needed, 

funding. 

Ownership 

As DTRS is changed and expanded, the detailed listing of the 

ownership of infrastructure assets should be updated on an annual 

basis. 
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DTRS Requirements 

Features 

Users of DTRS, including field users and dispatchers, should be made 

more aware of the features of DTRS. This can be accomplished 

through a combination of training, exercise, and usage. Additionally, 

the specific features of GPS, authentication, and encryption should be 

explored to determine if DTRS should be enhanced in order to provide 

them at a local or statewide level. 

Reliability 

DTRS should be equipped with a software package that records, and 

is capable of producing reports on, system reliability. Additionally, the 

specific concerns about backhaul reliability should be addressed. 

Medium Priority 

Capacity 

DTRS should continue to be monitored for its traffic loading including 

the continuation of the current process for predicting effects of the 

anticipated traffic from new user agencies. Channels should be added 

at sites or the system should be migrated to P25 Phase 2, which 

effectively doubles the capacity and should be employed when such 

predictions show the need for increased capacity. 

Maintenance 

Existing standards for infrastructure and subscriber maintenance 

should be reviewed to ensure that they completely and accurately 

describe the requirements for the type and frequency of maintenance 

to be performed for the various components. If none is found to exist, 

new maintenance standards should be developed. Radio sites should 

continue to be maintained and funding for the replacement of towers 

as requested by OIT should be provided. 

Training and 

Exercises 

DTRS training should continue at its current levels and a statewide 

governance organization (such as PSCS or CCNC) should consider 

revising the online training material to reflect recent system 

developments. Exercises should be expanded to include 

communications (both field users and dispatchers) and exercises 

should be held more frequently.  

In this section, FE presents details on the scope, implementation plan, and costs for our 

recommended changes and improvements for the critical needs of coverage, backhaul, 

and equipment and system lifecycle.  
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Summaries of recommendations are provided for the high and medium priority needs of 

ownership, features, reliability, capacity, maintenance, and training and exercises.  

6.1 Recommendation: DTRS Coverage 

6.1.1 Scope of DTRS Coverage Improvement 

The most critical need among those identified above is coverage. Responses from 

surveys and input from interviews resoundingly stressed the need for improved coverage. 

As described, the initial phases of the build-out of DTRS (Phases 1 - 4) were in the eastern 

part of the state and fully funded. The later phases (Phases 5 - 7) in the western parts of 

the state were not funded to the same level as the earlier phases; therefore, coverage in 

those areas does not meet user requirements. 

Section 8 of the Business Plan report provides an assessment of the current coverage 

policies regarding DTRS as well as a comparison of polices of other statewide systems. 

A recommendation of the Business Plan’s assessment of coverage policies is that users 

of DTRS, collaboratively and through the Public Safety Communications Subcommittee 

(PSCS), develop a coverage requirement.  

FE conducted a thorough analysis of the existing DTRS coverage gaps from our coverage 

workshops, which included feedback from the user community. The majority of the 

analysis focused on enhancing coverage on major roadways on which public safety radio 

users often travel. FE conducted a high-level coverage analysis to identify the 

approximate location of additional sites required to address the coverage gaps.  

Our effort involved placing virtual sites in locations that could best serve the needs of 

improving coverage. This effort did not involve identifying precise site locations nor did 

we confirm the viability of sites to house all necessary components of a radio site including 

an access road, a shelter, a tower, and main and backup power as that was not part of 

our scope. The feasibility of confirming or securing sites in the areas we identified as 

candidate areas is not a required component of this study and remains a subsequent step 

in the process of developing a design for DTRS coverage improvement.  

Based on this analysis, FE estimates that enhancing the mobile radio coverage in the 

gaps identified by users (through surveys and coverage workshops) requires the addition 

of approximately 109 new radio sites with the majority of them being located in the 

western portion of the state. These additional sites raise the predicted statewide mobile 

radio coverage on state highways from the estimated 79% to approximately 90% (with 
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predicted increases from 73% to 87% in the western portion of the state and from 84% to 

93% in the eastern portion). 

A total of 89 (or approximately 81%) of the 109 additional sites required to enhance 

coverage would be located in the western half of the state. Using the boundaries of the 

existing site-to-zone-controller associations, we also estimated the assignment of these 

109 additional sites to specific zone controllers as shown in Table 19. 

Table 19 – Assignment of additional sites to DTRS zone controllers 

Zone  # of Additional Sites 

Zone 1 21 

Zone 2 45 

Zone 3 31 

Zone 5 1 

Zone 6 11 

6.1.2 DTRS Coverage Improvement Implementation Approach 

Unless personnel or financial considerations dictate the need for a phased approach, FE 

recommends avoiding a phased approach if possible. The longer it takes to develop and 

install the additional sites, the longer the system coverage remains a concern for public 

safety radio users.  

If the State determines that, due to financial constraints, it is necessary to proceed with a 

phased implementation, the plan should allow for completion of the additional sites for 

one or more zones in their entirety for each phase. Due to a variety of factors, it is not 

possible to predict the actual timeframe associated with implementation of the additional 

sites. However, given the number of additional sites needed, this will be a multi-year 

project.  

6.1.3 Coverage Improvement Risks and Effects on System 

FE categorized the project risks of upgrading and enhancing the coverage of DTRS into 

two categories. These represent lessons learned in other states implementing public 

safety radio communications systems. FE identifies the following anticipated risks and 

their associated mitigation strategies discussed in Sections 6.1.3.1 and 6.1.3.2:  
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 Coordination and management risks 

 Technical risks 

Each risk is independent of the other and not listed in degrees of magnitude. It is prudent 

to identify risks and their associated mitigation strategy to the best extent possible. 

6.1.3.1 Coordination and Management Risks 

A significant risk factor in projects of similar size, complexity, and cost is the coordination 

and management of the design, procurement, implementation, and testing. Table 20 

outlines the potential coordination, organization, and management risks, as well as the 

potential mitigation strategies to address them. 

Table 20 – Coordination and management risks and mitigation 

Coordination and Management Risks Mitigation Strategies 

Overly optimistic timeline planned for 

rollout 

Use risk assessment techniques to obtain 

more realistic estimates that can result in 

a more attainable plan 

Inadequate project management support 

and vendor oversight 

Adopt and implement formal project 

management, quality management, 

change management, risk management, 

and systems development lifecycle 

methodologies 

Inefficiencies in the procurement process 

Retain qualified project management 

personnel with demonstrated successful 

experience in vendor oversight and 

procurement 

Inadequate testing processes 

Develop acceptance test plan during the 

design phase and revise it with changes 

approved 

Limited access due to winter weather 

conditions and wildfires 

Plan for sites that require special 

consideration during the installation and 

testing phase of the project due to site 

access issues 

Building constraints in specific 

jurisdictions 

Keep external changes to a minimum and 

follow a “like kind replacement” strategy 
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Coordination and Management Risks Mitigation Strategies 

Assessment of lease restrictions, which 

vary, on a site-by-site basis 

Shelter and tower space must be 

coordinated and property owners must be 

aware of changes during the planning 

process and during the transition 

Failure to meet tower loading 

requirements under latest guidelines 

Identify sites where a new dish or 

waveguide could cause the tower to fail 

load requirements 

6.1.3.2 Technical Risks 

Overly complex technical requirements and a lack of a formal change control process 

pose significant risks to projects. Additionally, there may be new technologies available 

in the future that function equally well or better than the technologies available today at a 

similar cost. As with any technology, there is always a risk that emerging solutions could 

overtake the system design and cause early obsolescence of equipment or functionally 

shorten the useful life of the system. Table 21 identifies potential technical risks, as well 

as the potential mitigation strategies to address them. 
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Table 21 – Technical risks and mitigation 

Technical Risks Mitigation Strategies 

Overly-complex requirements and lack 

of change control 

Retain competent and experienced 

external engineering firm(s) for the 

duration of the project to provide both 

project management and quality and 

design control 

Changes in the availability of technology 

Include technical performance 

requirements in vendor contracts and 

agree upon the support requirements 

during the negotiation phase 

Failure of equipment purchased to meet 

industry standards 

Follow established technology 

standards to help extend the lifecycle of 

the system 

6.1.4 Estimated Costs for DTRS Coverage Improvement 

FE prepared high-level cost estimates for system expansion, equipment upgrades, and 

implementation services based on the recommendation of adding 109 sites to DTRS to 

address the coverage gaps as identified by users. These estimates reflect previous 

activities in this project, historical information from our experience designing radio 

systems comparable to DTRS, and publicly available industry information. The dynamics 

of the wireless communications technology market are such that the actual bid prices can 

vary significantly due to a number of factors. Therefore, FE’s capital cost estimates for 

equipment, installation and optimization are conservative in nature. In the Business Plan, 

FE recommends that DTRS users, working with and through the PSCS, develop a 

requirement for coverage.  

6.1.4.1 DTRS Coverage Improvement Cost Assumptions 

To develop the capital cost estimates, FE generated a list of system and service related 

assumptions. The assumptions reflect system zone configurations, existing legacy 

equipment, greenfield site development, new backhaul equipment, FCC licensing and 

coordination, and vendor implementation services. Table 22 provides the key 

assumptions used in the development of the system expansion cost estimates. Note that 

we assumed that all sites would be “greenfield” sites meaning that they are currently 
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undeveloped in any way and in need of all necessary components of a radio site (access 

road, a shelter, a tower, main and backup power, etc.). If existing sites are identified the 

cost can be reduced. 

Table 22 – DTRS coverage improvement cost assumptions 

Assumptions QTY Notes 

Coverage Improvements – Additional Costs  

Total Number of New Sites 

Required 
109 

Quantity used to determine cost of 

additional site licenses needed for the 

P25 system core –  

89 of these 109 will be in western half 

of the state while the balance will be in 

the east 

Number of RF Channels per Site 6 
Trunked multicast 800 MHz P25 Phase 

1 channels 

FCC Licensing and Coordination 

New LMR FCC Licenses per Site 6 Fees on per frequency per site basis 

New LMR Frequency Coordination 6 Fees on per frequency per site basis 

New LMR Engineering Services 6 Fees on per frequency per site basis 

New Microwave Frequency 

Coordination 
2 Fees on per loop hop basis 

New Microwave Licenses 2 Fees on per frequency per site basis 

Implementation Services 

PM / Engineering / Installation for 

Flat/Plains Site (Type I Site) 
30% Based on FE historical / industry data 

PM / Engineering / Installation for 

Mountaintop Site (Type II Site) 
35% Based on FE historical / industry data 

The new system equipment includes a standard 1-year manufacturer’s warranty. It is 

important to note that the cost estimates do not include extended warranty or any state 

or local sales tax. The following cost estimates also reflect list pricing and do not include 

any discount structures that vendors may provide through a competitive procurement 

process. 
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6.1.4.2 DTRS Coverage Improvement Costs 

To calculate the system expansion costs, FE developed models for two types of 

greenfield sites. A Type I greenfield site is a flat/plains site (located in Colorado’s eastern 

plains) with a 300-foot guyed tower structure. A Type II greenfield site is a mountaintop 

site (located in the western areas - Front Range, central Rockies, or western slope of the 

state) with a 100-foot self-supported tower structure. Both site types include the following 

equipment and services: 

 6-channel P25 Phase 1 system 

 700/800 MHz antenna system 

 Networking and alarm equipment 

 180 Mbps IP/MPLS microwave system 

 FCC licensing and coordination 

 12’x24’ shelter with generator and fuel system 

 Tower structure (guyed or self-supported) 

 Project management, engineering and installation 

Appendix N provides the detailed costs for each type of greenfield site. 

Based on the results from the coverage analysis, the recommended improvement 

requires 109 new greenfield sites. As noted, we identified that 89 of these sites will be 

Type II / mountaintop sites while 20 will be Type I / plains sites. The recommendation also 

includes the licenses for the 109 additional sites to be interconnected to the Zone 

Controllers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 as listed in Table 9 above.  

The total estimated cost for DTRS coverage improvements is $115,976,000 as 

summarized in Table 23. 
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Table 23 – System expansion cost summary 

700/800 MHz P25 System Expansion Summary 

System Infrastructure Quantity Unit Cost Extended Cost 

Core Capacity Licenses 109 $17,000 $1,853,000 

Plains Sites (Type I) 20 $869,000 $17,380,000 

Mountaintop Sites (Type II) 89 $1,087,000 $96,743,000 

Total System Expansion Cost Estimate $115,976,000 

Appendix N provides a breakdown of system equipment, site development, and 

implementation services on a site type basis. 

6.2 Recommendation: DTRS Equipment and System 
Lifecycle 

6.2.1 Scope of DTRS Equipment Lifecycle Replacements  

FE identified the need to replace DTRS infrastructure equipment that is at or nearing its 

end of life. This includes replacing the following system components: 

 Replacement of legacy Quantar® or STR3000 repeaters with new 700/800 MHz 

repeaters licensed to operate in P25 Phase 1 trunking mode 

 Replacement of legacy CENTRACOMTM Gold Elite consoles with new P25 IP-

based dispatch consoles capable of operating on the P25 system 

Based on information from our analysis of existing DTRS infrastructure ownership, FE 

determined a breakdown of 47% State-owned repeaters and 53% locally owned 

repeaters. According to OIT, there are 666 Quantars® or STR3000s in the system today. 

The State has already purchased 56 new repeaters to replace some of these Quantars®. 

Therefore, 287 State-owned repeaters require replacement and 323 locally owned 

repeaters require replacement.  

Information provided by OIT indicates that 21 State-owned consoles require replacement 

and 79 locally owned consoles require replacement. 
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6.2.2 DTRS Equipment Lifecycle Replacement Implementation Approach 

Motorola's equipment lifecycle information states that Motorola will end support of the 

CENTRACOMTM Gold Elite consoles as of December of 2018 and that Quantar® 

repeaters will likewise be unsupported by December of 2020, and STR3000 repeaters 

are already at the end of support. FE therefore recommends placing priority on replacing 

STR3000 repeaters and CENTRACOMTM Gold Elite consoles before replacing Quantar® 

repeaters. We base this recommendation on the fact that Motorola’s system release 

roadmap includes support for Quantar® repeaters through the 7.17 release (available in 

early 2017) but includes support for Gold Elites only through the 7.16 release (available 

in early 2016).  

6.2.3 Estimated Costs for DTRS Equipment Lifecycle Replacements 

To develop the capital cost estimates, FE generated a list of system and service related 

assumptions. We base these assumptions on the quantities that pertain to DTRS 

infrastructure. Table 24 provides the key assumptions used in the development of the 

system expansion and equipment upgrades cost estimates. 

Table 24 – Cost assumptions 

Assumptions QTY Notes 

System Upgrades 

Number of existing State-owned 

base radios requiring 

replacement 

286 

Based on State provided information, 

47% of 610 base radios requiring 

replacement 

Number of existing locally 

owned base radios requiring 

replacement 

324 

Based on State provided information, 

53% of 610 base radios requiring 

replacement 

Number of existing State-owned 

dispatch consoles requiring 

replacement 

21 

Based on State provided information, 

CENTRACOMTM Gold Elite to MCC 

7500 

Number of existing locally 

owned dispatch consoles 

requiring replacement 

79 

Based on State provided information, 

CENTRACOMTM Gold Elite to MCC 

7500 
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Assumptions QTY Notes 

Implementation Services 

PM / engineering / installation 

for repeater of dispatch center 

equipment 

30% Based on FE historical / industry data 

 

The estimated cost for the State-owned DTRS equipment upgrades is $12,504,000 as 

shown in Table 25. 

Table 25 – State-owned equipment upgrade cost 

State Owned System Equipment Upgrades 

System Equipment Quantity Unit Cost Extended Cost 

P25 Phase 1 Repeater 287 $30,000 $8,610,000 

P25 Dispatch Console 21 $48,000 $1,008,000 

Subtotal     $9,618,000 

Implementation Services Quantity Unit Cost Extended Cost 

PM / Engineering / Installation 30%   $2,886,000 

Subtotal     $2,886,000 

Total State Upgrades Cost Estimate $12,504,000 

The estimated cost for the local-owned DTRS equipment upgrades is $17,527,000 as 

shown in Table 26. 
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Table 26 – Local-owned equipment upgrade cost 

Locally Owned System Equipment Upgrades 

System Equipment Quantity Unit Cost Extended Cost 

P25 Phase 1 Repeater 323 $30,000 $9,690,000 

P25 Dispatch Console 79 $48,000 $3,792,000 

Subtotal     $13,482,000 

Implementation Services Quantity Unit Cost Extended Cost 

PM / Engineering / Installation 30%   $4,045,000 

Subtotal     $4,045,000 

Total Local Upgrades Cost Estimate $17,527,000 

6.2.4 Status of a DTRS System Platform (“System Release”) Upgrade 

As noted, the State updated the DTRS to system release 7.14 in late 2014 and early 

2015. As part of this upgrade, the state of Colorado offered to pay for the upgrade in its 

entirety, including upgrades to locally owned equipment. In doing so, the state of Colorado 

offered local owners of DTRS equipment two options (selected by a local owner through 

the completion of one of two corresponding Memoranda of Understanding). The first was 

for the State to pay for the local owner’s upgrade costs if the local owner agreed to 

continue to interconnect their upgraded assets to DTRS for at least 5 years. The second 

was for the local owner to pay for their own upgrade costs with no connection 

requirements.  

As also noted, Motorola recommends the implementation of a platform (or “system 

release”) upgrade every 2 years and Motorola stops supporting a platform version 5 years 

after its release. For this reason, and for the implications to individual product (repeater 

and dispatch console equipment) lifecycles, FE’s recommendation is to complete a further 

platform upgrade to the DTRS within the next 1 to 4 years.  

The state of Colorado’s OIT recently announced that it is investigating upgrading DTRS 

to system release 7.16 at some time in the second half of 2017. This is consistent with 

the provisions of Colorado House Bill 14-1203 which provides OIT with funding for 

platform upgrades starting in 2017, with funds available in the second half of the calendar 

year at an amount of $3.7M per year for a total of 7 years.  
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According to discussions between OIT and FE, the State has just begun investigating 

these options with Motorola and there is not yet any information on the total price for such 

an upgrade to 7.16 in the second half of 2017. Negotiations on the scope, schedule, and 

costs for the upgrade are expected to continue through at least the summer of 2015 and 

details will be provided by OIT to other owners of DTRS as they become available. FE 

recommends that OIT continue their negotiations and other planning discussions with 

Motorola with as much collaboration as possible with other owners and users of DTRS. 

The negotiations should represent concerns and issues of local owners of DTRS assets 

through measures such as direct participation by PSCS and/or CCNC or by regular 

check-in sessions between OIT and these groups.  

In addition, depending on the outcome of negotiations, the state of Colorado may or may 

not be able to offer local owners the same options for purchase as available for the 7.14 

upgrade. FE recommends that OIT and local owners address the topic of the total funding 

amount as well as a plan to allow local owners to provide for their own costs, including 

sufficient time for budgeting, either directly or through representative organizations such 

as PSCS and/or CCNC.  

6.3 Recommendation: DTRS Backhaul 

6.3.1 Scope of DTRS Backhaul Improvement 

This section provides a summary of FE’s 2014 State of Colorado Microwave System 

Requirements, Analysis and Recommendations Report. For further details on this 

topic, refer to that report. 

In our 2014 report, FE recommended the use of a microwave system based on Internet 

Protocol (IP) with Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) devices. This microwave system 

provides the required capacity and allows the State the flexibility to add various interfaces 

at each site to transport traffic for the DTRS as well as federal, state, and local agencies. 

The IP microwave system will provide compatibility with existing locally owned TDM hops 

where funding might not be available for upgrade. A hop is a microwave connection 

between two sites. 

FE envisioned the new microwave system to have five synchronous rings providing 

connection to multiple sites throughout the state. The conceptual system architecture 

consists of a Western ring, a Southeast ring, a Northeast ring, a Southwest ring and a 

Metro ring. Sites not connected within the five rings will connect to it using Monitored Hot 
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Standby (MHSB) spurs for redundancy. This configuration will address each of the 

primary goals of improved capability, increased capacity, and reliability through full 

redundancy. 

6.3.2 DTRS Backhaul Improvement Implementation Approach 

Given the criticality of the system and lack of manufacturer product support, FE 

recommended the State proceed immediately with the procurement and implementation 

of an upgraded or replacement system using a directed procurement strategy. We believe 

this strategy provides the greatest value to the State by using a structured procurement 

method while leveraging re-use of their existing microwave radio assets to the greatest 

degree possible. 

Unless personnel or financial constraints dictate otherwise, FE recommended avoiding a 

phased approach that could take an extended time to implement. The longer it takes to 

implement an upgraded or new system, the greater the likelihood of manufacturer 

obsolescence with the existing reusable equipment, some of which is now 5 years old, 

and the current equipment offered by the existing vendor. If the State decides to proceed 

with a phased approach, the plan should allow for completion of as many rings as possible 

for each phase. 

6.3.3 Estimated Costs for DTRS Backhaul Improvement 

The following are estimated costs from FE’s 2014 report for the recommended changes 
and improvements to the existing system:  

Western ring: $14,685,700 

Southeast ring: $5,832,900 

Northeast ring: $7,276,400 

Southwest ring: $11,963,300 

Metro ring: $4,800,800 

Estimated Total: $44,559,100 

The portion of the estimated capital cost attributable to replace/upgrade the local 

government owned equipment is $4.1M of this total. 

For more details on the topic of backhaul improvements, including analysis of the current 

system, alternatives for a replacement system, and basis for cost estimates, please refer 
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to FE’s 2014 State of Colorado Microwave System Requirements, Analysis and 

Recommendations Report. 

6.4 Recommendations for High and Medium Priority Needs 

Because of their lower priority, effect, and (generally) cost, FE provides a summary of 

recommendations for the needs of ownership, features, reliability, capacity, maintenance, 

and training and exercises in Table 27. Section 7 addresses the topic of interoperability. 
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Table 27 – Summary of scope, plan, and costs for other needs 

Need Scope Plan Cost Estimate 

Ownership 

Execute ownership and interconnection 

agreements as prepared by CCSA. Also, 

maintain currency of DTRS ownership list on 

an annual basis. 

At the direction of governance organizations 

such as PSCS and CCNC, the identified 

owners of DTRS infrastructure assets should 

complete the agreements to establish the 

responsibilities and obligations of ownership.  

 

In addition, with the guidance and support of 

such organizations, the ownership list should 

be reviewed and updated on an annual basis, 

at a minimum, to ensure it reflects expansions 

and any changes in ownership. 

Costs are limited to costs of staff 

required to complete the tasks listed 

in the plan.  

Features 

Educate users and dispatchers on the 

capabilities of DTRS and user equipment. 

Consider statewide or local implementation of 

GPS and authentication. 

Revise and re-launch the DTRS training 

developed in 2011 (as commissioned by 

CCNC) with a focus on expanding 

understanding of features that are either new 

or not commonly used. This PSCS Outreach 

and Education Subcommittee could direct this 

effort.  

 

Also, investigate the operational requirements 

and benefits for GPS and authentication, and 

compare those benefits to the costs listed 

here. 

Costs for training are limited to costs 

of staff required to develop and re-

launch the training materials.  

Estimated costs for implementing 

GPS are:  

$410,000 for a GPS application 

server 

$450 for each portable subscriber 

radio 

$720 for each mobile subscriber 

radio. 

 

Estimated costs for implementing 

authentication are:  

$1,000,000 for an authentication 

server 
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Need Scope Plan Cost Estimate 

$100 for each portable or mobile 

subscriber radio. 

Reliability 

Continue to operate DTRS at a high level of 

reliability while establishing a method for 

developing and maintaining reports on system 

reliability. 

Improve backhaul reliability. 

Investigate the system management 

capabilities of DTRS following the 

improvements as part of the 7.14 platform 

upgrade. This will likely lead to the 

identification of a method to develop and 

maintain reliability reports.  

 

In addition, continue efforts to secure funding 

for and begin implementation of the backhaul 

improvement effort described above.  

Costs for reliability reporting should 

be limited to costs of staff required 

to investigate and implement new 

reporting capabilities. 

 

Earlier sections of this report list 

costs for microwave system 

improvements.  

Capacity  

Maintain capacity through monitoring and 

planning. 

Monitor capacity and expand sites with 

additional repeaters as necessary. 

Costs for capacity monitoring and 

planning are limited to costs of staff. 

Costs for expanding capacity are 

approximately $30,000 per repeater. 

Maintenance 

Ensure user-agency familiarity with 

maintenance policies and develop new 

documents if needed.  

Review the existing set of maintenance 

policies to determine if all DTRS infrastructure 

and subscriber components are covered. 

Distribute these policies to user agencies and 

develop new maintenance policies under the 

direction/guidance of governance 

organizations such as PSCS or CCNC.  

In addition, continue to pursue funding for and 

implementation of DTRS tower replacements. 

Costs for maintenance policy 

review, development, and outreach 

are limited to costs of staff. 

 

OIT presented costs for ongoing 

tower replacement to the State’s 

Joint Budget Committee. 

Training and 

Exercises 

Expand exercises and incorporate 

communications more often. Revise and 

re-launch DTRS training. 

Review planned exercises to ensure they 

include components to evaluate 

communications, including for dispatchers 

Costs for training and exercise 

improvements are limited to costs of 

staff. 
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Need Scope Plan Cost Estimate 

and field users. Ensure that after-action-

reports for both exercises and real events 

address communications. 

 

In addition, revise and re-launch the DTRS 

training developed in 2011 (as commissioned 

by CCNC) with a focus on expanding 

understanding of features that are either new 

or not commonly used. The PSCS Outreach 

and Education Subcommittee could direct this 

effort.  
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7. Interoperability Enhancement Recommendations 

FE developed three recommendations to enhance interoperability among public safety 

communication systems across Colorado. FE recommends pursuing all three of these 

recommendations simultaneously with equally high importance. 

7.1 Interoperability Enhancements to DTRS 

By enhancing the existing DTRS through the coverage and other improvements 

described in this report, more agencies, especially those in remote locations of the state, 

will have access to DTRS. Allowing them access through the enhanced coverage also 

provides them with the capability to interoperate with other agencies on DTRS. Therefore, 

enhancing coverage will lead to improved interoperability within the state.  

Maintaining the DTRS with the most current equipment and platform upgrades and 

replacing the microwave backbone will enhance overall system reliability. This will 

promote its “uptime” and its ability to deliver interoperability among those who use it and 

those who interconnect to it.  

7.2 Support Regional Communications Subcommittees 

The Homeland Security and All-Hazards Senior Advisory Committee (HSAC) operate 

Regional Communications Subcommittees. These Communications Subcommittees 

have the ongoing responsibility to address regional issues including local interoperability 

gaps as identified in the DTRS and non-DTRS interoperability matrices included in 

Appendices F and L. These subcommittees also support regional interoperability through 

locally relevant, non-technological solutions such as the development of operational 

procedures and the conduct of training and policies. 

Increased support for these subcommittees from the State and from governance 

organizations like PSCS and CCNC will help to enhance interoperability. Please refer to 

the Business Plan (a companion report to this document) for more information on the 

Regional Communications Subcommittees and their role in statewide communications 

governance. 
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7.3 Use of ISSI to Interconnect Large Systems  

As described in Section 5.3.2, several large radio systems within the state of Colorado 

have begun initial deployments of ISSI to provide interoperability interconnections to 

serve their users. These systems include DTRS, FRCC, Denver, Westminster, and 

Aurora. The implementations of ISSI among these systems included the creation of 

linked/shared talkgroups (the NetworkFirst® talkgroups that exist between DTRS, Denver, 

and other metro-area systems) and the support of roaming between different systems 

(the coverage-extensions provided between FRCC and Westminster).  

As a technical tool, ISSI is an excellent option for interconnecting different Project 25-

compliant systems. It supports the exchange of voice audio and signaling, the latter 

supporting cross-system functionality that cannot be supported by other means such as 

gateways or console patches. The deployment of ISSI among the various systems in 

Colorado should occur in a controlled manner and only after consideration of the following 

alternatives:  

1. Operational use cases – ISSI has many capabilities but it cannot solve all 

interoperability problems. Creation of a detailed list of the operational 

requirements of the users of all systems that will be interconnected should 

precede the deployment of ISSI. ISSI should not be deployed if its technical 

capabilities cannot address those operational needs. For example, 

interconnecting two systems of different radio frequency bands (such as 

800 MHz and VHF) will not be a viable solution to extend coverage of the 

systems unless all users are equipped with dual-band radios.  

2. Capacity – The interconnection of multiple systems can enhance 

interoperability by allowing users of one system to participate in conversations 

on another system. This can cause capacity problems as those shared 

conversations can consume channel resources on a system by loading it with 

radio traffic that was never included in the capacity design process. 

Development of operational use cases should ensure that the new 

interoperability capability does not have a harmful effect on the capacity of each 

system. Likewise, system operators should ensure that they design and 

maintain their systems to account for the increase in radio traffic from ISSI 

interconnections. 

3. Topology – As described in Section 5.3 of this report, ISSI interconnections 

between three or more systems can occur with either a hub-and-spoke or fully-

connected mesh topology. Selection of an ISSI topology requires consideration 
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of the benefits and detriments of each. Cost is one factor and knowing the 

number and layout of the inter-system interconnections planned may help drive 

the decision between the two topologies. The hub-and-spoke topology requires 

one central ISSI gateway, which could be a distinct/neutral gateway that does 

not ‘belong’ to any of the individual systems. It also alleviates the requirements 

for the numerous interconnections associated with a fully interconnected mesh.  

4. Governance – Regardless of the use cases and topology chosen, a 

governance body is necessary to plan and manage the deployment of ISSI in 

the state of Colorado. Implementing ISSI without such coordination may result 

in missing user requirements and/or duplication of costs. PSCS is the statewide 

governance organization which has the legislative charter to, among other 

tasks, promote interoperable communications among public safety 

organizations throughout the state and it has established a working group on 

ISSI. This working group should define interoperability needs at a statewide 

level and determine the best way to meet those needs via ISSI. Furthermore, 

PSCS should plan and coordinate the governance of the implemented ISSI 

solution. 

Discussions between Colorado and other states such as Wyoming, Kansas, and Utah to 

plan the interconnection of DTRS to those statewide radio systems should consider these 

same issues. 
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8. National Public Safety Broadband Network 

The state of Colorado – Governor’s Office of Information Technology, FirstNet Colorado 

team prepared this section of this report using funds under award 08-10-S13008 from the 

National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), U.S. Department of 

Commerce. The statements, findings, conclusions, and recommendations are those of 

the state of Colorado – Governor’s Office of Information Technology. 

The planning for the eventual implementation of the National Public Safety Broadband 

Network (NPSBN) is currently taking place at both a federal and state level. The NPSBN 

will be the first high-speed interoperable wireless, broadband data and cellular voice 

network dedicated to public safety, which will facilitate communication for first responders 

and other public safety entities daily and in the event of emergencies. This network will 

provide a resilient network with public safety-grade quality of service, and local control of 

prioritization and preemption, enabling access to applications and system coverage 

where public safety needs it most. From the federal perspective, planning and deployment 

efforts are being led by the First Responder Network Authority, or FirstNet, an 

independent authority within the U.S. Department of Commerce, National 

Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA).  

In Colorado, planning and outreach efforts for FirstNet began in earnest in December 

2013. Using approximately $3 Million in funds from the State and Local Implementation 

Grant Program (SLIGP) and matching funds, staff at the Governor’s Office of Information 

Technology (OIT), under the direction of the FirstNet Colorado Governing Body (FNCGB), 

developed a strategic approach to managing the program in Colorado. The FNCGB 

comprises members representing: 

 County Sheriffs of Colorado (CSOC) 

 Colorado Association of Chiefs of Police (CACP) 

 Colorado State Fire Chiefs (CSFC) 

 Colorado Municipal League (CML) 

 Colorado Counties Inc. (CCI) 

 First Responder Organized Labor 

 Emergency Medical Services Association of Colorado (EMSAC) 

 Adams County Communications Center (ADCOM911) 

http://www.ntia.doc.gov/category/state-and-local-implementation-grant-program
http://www.ntia.doc.gov/category/state-and-local-implementation-grant-program
http://www.colorado.gov/oit
http://www.colorado.gov/oit
http://www.csoc.org/
http://www.colochiefs.org/
http://www.colofirechiefs.org/
http://www.cml.org/
http://ccionline.org/
http://emsac.org/
http://www.adcom911.org/
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 Rural Colorado 

 Ute Mountain Ute Tribe 

 Southern Ute Tribe 

 Colorado Department of Public Safety (CDPS) 

 Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) 

 OIT 

The FNCGB’s mandate is to strategically guide the implementation of the NPSBN within 

the state to ensure it will meet the needs of all Colorado’s first responders, local, tribal 

and state governments. 

Colorado is uniquely poised to be a leader in the NPSBN planning and implementation 

efforts. First, ADCOM911 is home to one of only five pilots of the PSBN in the entire 

nation; their network became operational in June 2014. The ADCOM911 network 

currently provides dedicated Long Term Evolution (LTE) capabilities to public safety 

entities in Adams County, using an Evolved Packet Core (EPC), Radio Access Network 

(RAN), and User Equipment (UE) funded through the NTIA Broadband Technology 

Opportunities Program (BTOP). The ADCOM EPC will also function as a remote core for 

the state of New Mexico’s pilot PSBN, connecting to their RAN. Additionally, the Public 

Safety Communications Research (PSCR) labs and the FirstNet technical headquarters 

are located in Boulder, CO. 

As the PSCS is tasked with long-term strategic planning for public safety communications, 

integrating the FNCGB’s efforts to create access to mission critical data capabilities and 

the development of Colorado’s implementation of the NPSBN should be considered a 

high priority. LTE and other broadband technologies are playing an increasing role in 

public safety response and recovery to emergent and non-emergent incidents, natural 

and manmade. The following items should be of note: 

 Today, Land Mobile Radio is the only mission critical voice capability for public 

safety; funding for and investment in LMR must continue. However, based on 

recent trials, Push-To-Talk communications (PTT) over a broadband network will 

become services that public safety will demand with the initial implementation of 

the NPSBN. 

 Participation in all planning efforts is critical to ensure deployment of the PSBN 

within Colorado is a success. Colorado is required to participate in the NPSBN 

http://www.utemountainutetribe.com/
http://www.southernute-nsn.gov/
http://cdpsweb.state.co.us/
https://www.colorado.gov/cdphe
http://www2.ntia.doc.gov/
http://www2.ntia.doc.gov/
http://www.pscr.gov/
http://www.pscr.gov/
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planning process in order to ensure its responders have access to this future 

nationwide network. The FirstNet Colorado (FNC) planning efforts are inclusive of 

public safety entities within all 64 counties, the two tribal governments, all state 

agencies, federal partners and many other quasi-government and non-

governmental organizations (NGOs). 

 While state and local governments continue to invest funds in infrastructure, they 

must also consider the PSBN when looking at the network architectures. There are 

significant infrastructure investments and synergies to be gained with existing LMR 

and Next Generation 911 (NG911) systems/networks. The PSBN will require 

integration with these technologies as well as have the possibility of sharing 

resources, like backhaul and redundant power. For example, major backhaul 

routes should be planned to support a minimum of approximately 500 MB of 

throughput capabilities.  
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Appendix A - Ownership of DTRS Infrastructure Assets 

Please see attached document Appendix A - DTRS Ownership.pdf 
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Appendix B - Survey Comments Regarding DTRS Coverage 

Please see attached document Appendix B - Survey Comments re Coverage.pdf 
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Appendix C - Site Parameters for DTRS Coverage 
Predictions  

Please see attached document Appendix C - Site Parameters.pdf 
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Appendix D - System Parameters for DTRS Coverage 
Predictions  

Please see attached document Appendix D - System Parameters.pdf 
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Appendix E - DTRS Coverage Maps 

Please see attached document Appendix E - Coverage Predictions.pdf 
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Appendix F - Interoperability Matrix for DTRS Users and 
Dispatchers 

Please see attached document Appendix F - DTRS Interop Matrix.pdf 
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Appendix G - Survey Comments Regarding DTRS 
Interoperability 

Please see attached document Appendix G - Survey Comments re Interop.pdf 
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Appendix H - Survey Comments Regarding DTRS Capacity 

Please see attached document Appendix H - Survey Comments re Capacity.pdf 
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Appendix I - Survey Comments Regarding DTRS Reliability 

Please see attached document Appendix I - Survey Comments re Reliability.pdf 
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Appendix J - Survey Comments Regarding DTRS 
Maintenance 

Please see attached document Appendix J - Survey Comments re Maintenance.pdf 
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Appendix K - Survey Comments Regarding DTRS Training 
and Exercises 

Please see attached document Appendix K - Survey Comments re Training & 

Exercises.pdf 
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Appendix L - Interoperability Matrix for Non-DTRS Users and 
Dispatchers 

Please see attached document Appendix L - Non-DTRS Interop Matrix.pdf 
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Appendix M - Sites and Frequencies of State of Colorado 
Fire System  

Please see attached document Appendix M - CO Fire & MA System.pdf 
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Appendix N - Detailed Cost Estimates 

Please see attached document Appendix N - Detailed Cost Estimates.pdf 
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Appendix O - Participation in Interviews, Requests for 
Information, and Surveys 

Please see attached document Appendix O - Participation in Interviews, RFIs, and 

Surveys.pdf 

 


